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ForewOI-d 

This study should prove to be of great value in the development of environmental 
planning. It presents a systematic methodology, which highlights the complexities involved 
in attempting a comprehensive review of any development proposal, and introduces some new 
techniques. Much of the merit of the report can be attributed to the systematic approach 
which focuses attention on the important issues and at the same time succintly provides and 
collates a great deal more information than was available previously. 

I would like to emphasise that the authors in no way claim that what they have produced 
is a definitive plan. The report in essence lays bare the real problems rather than provides the 
solutions. The next stage is the development of policies and controls which together will 
provide a broad strategy for the rational use of the Waimakariri Catchment. Such an exercise 
will require the combined talents of not only the authors and the Tussock Grasslands and 
Mountain Lands Institute but also engineers, architects, planners, land owners, Local and 
Central government agencies. Such an assemblage might appear to be too large and unwieldy 
but I believe that the kind of involvement and commitment currently being shown in the 
management of the Taupo Basin are relevant. 

The Environmental Council is supporting the publication of this study so that it may reach 
as wide a public as possible. This support is not to be taken as an endorsement of all or part 
of the content: the support does however, denote endorsement of the attempt by the authors 
to produce a more disciplined and refined methodolobical approach to environmental planning. 
The Environmental Council hopes that this document will be but the forerunner of many 
which will prompt discussion and bring into general view the salient concerns which are the 
subjects of the current world-wide environmental debate. .... 

(ii) 

R. K. Davison 
Chairman 
Environmental Council 
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Preface 

The authors of this study have approached the problem of planning for recreational use of 
the Waimakariri Basin in the Canterbury mountains by placing emphasis on the constraints 
imposed by the environment itself. In this they have honoured the spirit pervading all aspects of 
this Institute's concern with the tussock grasslands and mountain lands, respect for the land, for 
its condition, its variety, its quality, its reality. 

This Institute was at its foundation charged with investigating all aspects of the management 
of tussock grasslands and mountain lands. A few years ago Mr Hayward compiled and edited a 
review of all aspects of land conditions in the Waimakariri Basin. In that review, recreation 
received rather summary treatment, not because of ignorance of its significance but rather 
because of absence of a defined focus of public interest. A focus of public interest has been 
provided by the Castle Hill recreational proposal and this focus has been sharpened by the 
conflict of interest in that area between conservation in a strict sense and recreational 
development. The inter-relation between recreation and other uses is also acknowledged in the 
authors~ treatment of the topic and the dimensions that they have considered for planning 
recreational developments in a multiple context are appropriately the dimensions of the 
Waimakariri Basin. 

(vi) 

K. F. O'Connor, 
DIRECTOR 
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Summary 

1. This is a study of the present, and possible future recreational uses of the Waimakariri Basin. Because it is 
an introductory study its findings are indicative rather than definitive. 
2. Some 450,000 people live within 130 kilometres of the Basin. A majority live on the Canterbury Plains and 
look to this area as a source of mountain-based recreation. 
3. Whereas it has been generally thought that the Basin provided mainly sources of active recreation, such as 
climbing and skiing, it becomes clear that the "good keen men" now form a minority use. The greatest uses are 
driving and sightseeing. 
4. Because landscape viewing is an important form of recreation the study considers the landscape as a visual 
resource. This resource is described and evaluated, and the implications for future use are discussed. 
5. Growth of recreational use in the Basin is indicated by the increased use of Arthur's Pass National Park 
where, in the last decade, the number of visitors has doubled each four years. 
6. Despite such dramatic growth it appears that with careful management the Basin can continue to provide 
opportunity for the foreseeable future. The factor most likely to limit future recreational use is a lack of 
accommodation. 
7. Facilities could be developed in several regions. An evaluation of the relative suitability of these regions 
indicates that the Broken River region is well suited for future development. 
8. In discussing the future development of the Broken River region the study is concerned primarily with 
issues related to site selection. Site planning is not discussed. 
9. Although development is most commonly constrained by the availability of finance, this study adopts the 
position that there are features of the environment which are more important as development constraints. 
10. Landscape constraints are largely responsible for deciding site suitability, and water quality constraints are 
largely responsible for deciding community size. 



Background Statement 

In 1967 the Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute published "The Waimakariri 
Catchment". (1) Commenting on the increased use of the area for recreation, the report noted 
(p. 186): 

"Recreation will probably be developed by organisations and individuals. However, precautions must 
be taken to ensure that this development enhances the natural beauty of the catchment and does not 
detract from it. Townships should blend with the landscape rather than detracting from it." 
In March 1969 the Chief Surveyor of the Department of Lands and Survey, Christchurch, 

drew the attention of the Malvern County Council to a demand for holiday sites in the Waimak
ariri basin. Noting that former development had been scattered he asked the County what they 
proposed to do in the future. 

The County requested a report from their Town Planning consultants. 
In September 1969 Miss N. Northcroft, on behalf of the Consultants, presented her report 

which made four recommendations for Council action and noted: (2) 

"The main goal is to produce something that, while making the beauty and recreational resources of the 
mountains and rivers and lakes more readily attainable, does not destroy these qualities in the process. 
The New Zealand scenes of coast and lake and riverside are already littered with far too many examples 
of a sad unthinking despoliation of the lovely qualities that first drew the townspeople to them. It will 
not always be easy to fit man appropriately into the mountain landscape, and, where the vegetation 
cover is slight and very slow to grow, if we make a bad scar it may take a long, long time to heal. It is for 
this reason in particular that we have suggested that, so far as is practicable, any building development 
should for the present be delayed until we know a little more about 'Yhat is wanted, where it should go 
and how it can best be provided." 

Late in 1970 a development company (Reid Development Company Ltd) consulted the 
Malvern COllnty Council and a number of interested parties about their proposals to develop a 
resort village at Castle Hill. 

In December 1970 the company applied to the Malvern County Council for their consent to: 
" ... change of use of a part of the Castle Hill Run from rural to resort village, to allow for the develop
ment of a tourist and holiday complex, which shall provide homesites, hotels, and assorted recreational 
and commercial facilities. This shall be developed iIi conjunction with the high country run." 

In May 1971 the Town Planning Committee of the Malvern County Council heard sub
missi~ns and evidence from the applicant co~pany, several. expert witnesses and 23 ob~ectors. At 
that tIme the Tussock Grasslands and Mountrun Lands InstItute stated inter alia (p. 5) ( ) : 

"We do not object to the concept of a resort village in the Waimakariri catchment. We.. donot object in 
principle to the concept of a recreational centre on the Castle Hill run. Our concern is that at this point in 
time (l1th May 1971) the County does not have before it sufficient information on which to make a 
decision with appropriate consideration of the environment and the people who share in it." 
For the guidance of the Council and other interested parties, and for the balanced develop

ment of this environment, the Institute offered as an appendix to its submission a "Recreational 
Planning Procedure for the Waimakariri Catchment, with special reference to the Castle Hill 
Basin." 
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The following month the County released its decision which stated that if it had been able, 
it would have approved the application subject to four conditions. However, on the grounds that 
it had no powers to deal with the application as it was made, the County declined its approval. 

In declining the application as submitted the Council indicated that a new application which 
met certain conditions would receive a favourable hearing. At the same time the Council adopted 
the Institute's planning procedure and invited interested parties to use this procedure to contri
bute in the public interest. 

Following the Hearing in May 1971 the Institute began the task of assembling and appraising 
the readily available information on the area. Time has been limited and this exercise must be 
regarded as an introductory study. The findings are indicative rather than definitive. Nevertheless 
the study is submitted in the hope that the guidelines it develops will be of benefit to decision 
makers. 

3 



PART I 

The Waimakariri Basin 

The Basin is a region of steep mountains, sprawling fans, smooth terraces and wide rivers. Esk Valley. 
Photo: V. C. Browne. 

CHAPTER 1 THE BASIN 

The upper catchment of the Waimakariri River* 
occupies 2,340 square kilometres (900 square miles) 
of mid South Island mountain land. During 120 
years of European occupation this area has been des
cribed by scientists, journalists and writers and is 
thus perhaps the best documented area of mountain 
land in the South Island. 

It is a region of steep mountains, sprawling 
fans, smooth terraces and wide river beds. It is an 
area of contrasts: of rain forests and impoverished 
grasslands, of spectacular erosion and green paddocks, 
of pleasant hillside streams and raging mountain 
torrents. 

4 

However, this area is not merely a collection of 
physical features. It is a region within which people 
live and work. In discussing the Basin's present use 
and possible future uses this study aCknowledges an 
existing social pattern. 
In Appendix A some of the Basin's features are high
lighted for their relevance to this study. 
Appendix B outlines some features of the Basin's 
social environm en t. 
* Hereafter referred to as the Waimakariri Basin or 
the Basin. 
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Above: A tented camp, Deception River 
Below: Camping out, Andrews Gorge. 
Photos: 8. Gough. 





CHAPTER 2 PRESENT USE 

2.1 PRESENT USE FOR RECREATION 
Figure 2 shows the centres of popUlation within 

130 kilometres of the Basin. For a majority of the 
450,000 people living in these centres the Waimaka
riri Basin provides the closest source of mountain 
land recreation. 

Traditionally the Basin has been thought of as 
a source of pleasure for the "good keen man" who 
pursued the active sports of climbing, skiing and 
hunting. If this was once true this chapter will 
indicate that such activities now form a minority. 

2.1.1 Driving (or being driven) for pleasure 
Since 1961 State Highway 73 has been steadily 

upgraded. This has encouraged a greater number of 
people to take a "Sunday drive" into the Basin and 
to use it to travel between Canterbury and Westland. 

Table 1 shows that in 1970 more than 300,000 
people travelled through the Basin. Appendix C 
indicates that a majority of these visit the area at 
weekends and during holiday periods. During the 
week, 200-300 cars per day use State Highway 73 
but at weekends and in holiday periods the number 
increases to between 300 and 700, with occasional 
days over 1,000. 

It is probable that most of these visitors have a 
specific destination and an objective other than 
simpl;.' driving for pleasure. 

However, regardless of the reason for travelling 
it is fair to assume that a majority of these visitors 
gain pleasure from viewing the passing landscapes. 

TABLE 1 

1970 estimates of the numbers of vehicles using State Highway 73 between Springfield and Otira and the 
number of people travelling within the Basin (based on information supplied in Appendix C) 

Vehicle Number Occupancy No. of People 
(assumed) Business Pleasure 

Buses on charter tour 284/yr 35 10,000* 

Buses on scheduled runs 624/yr 18 11,000 

Cars (Monday - Friday) 250 B~ 90,000** 

Cars (weekends & holidays) 600 3 225,000** 

101,000 235,000 

* This estimate includes only Christchurch based tour operators and may be an underestimate by as much as 
4,000 people. 

** These estimates do not make allowances for the fact that an unknown proportion of these vehicles return the same 
day or same weekend. 

2.1.2 Outdoor living 
Apart from trampers and climbers who as part 

of their sport live in tents and huts, there is a small 
but steadily growing number of people who enjoy 
"getting away from it all". These visitors may spend a 
night or longer in one of the 1 00 or so privately 
owned cottages in the Basin. It has not been possible 
to find out how much use people make of their cot
tages but assuming that an owner's family of three 

spend 25 nights a year, and their friends spend 
another 25 nights, the total usage could be in excess 
of 15,000 user days per year. 

Table 2 shows that for those wanting to stay 
overnight in the Basin most of the accommodation is 
in bunk house form in the vicinity of Arthur's Pass. 
Family groups without friends that own a cottage, 
have a very limited opportunity for staying overnight. 

Opposite: The greatest public use of the region is driving for pleasure, sightseeing and travelling 
between Canterbury and Westland. A weekend scene, Lake Lyndon. 
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TABLE 2 

Accommodation available for hire or rent within the Waimakariri Basin 

(excluding club huts and mountain huts) 

Arthur's Pass + Youth Hostel 32 beds 
40 beds 
30 beds 

+ Mountain Lodge 
* Alpine motels 
* Youth Hostel Association motels 
* Cottages (approx. 7) 

4 beds 
40 beds 

Lake Lyndon + Papanui Pathfinder Lodge 
+ Canterbury Iceskating Club 

40 beds 
8 beds 

* denotes motel-type accommodation 
+ denotes bunkhouse accommodation 

2.1.3 Landscape viewing and recording 
Many people gain pleasure from painting, photo

graphing or simply looking at the landscape. It is not 
possible to estimate their number but it is assumed 
that for many, viewing or recording is the object of a 
day's drive into the basin. For others, pleasure is 
found in the study of natural history: in the collec
tion of plants or geological specimens. Again it has 
not been possible to estimate their number but one 
bus company provided more than 30 chartered trips 
to take school children and other groups into the 
area. Moutltain Lodge at Arthur's Pass reported that 
in 1970, ) 1800 pupils from 55 schools stayed 

TABLE 3 

194 beds 

overnight as part of their study of natural science in a 
mountain environment. In the spring and early sum
mer, school groups arrive at Arthur's Pass on nature 
study visits at the rate of up to three bus loads a day. 

In addition, four secondary schools, a Boy 
Scout group, Christchurch Teachers' Colle_ge and 
Canterbury University maintain 200 beds in seven 
huts (Table 3). These facilities provide students with 
accommodation for their field studies in the natural 
sciences. The four secondary schools estimate that 
they have a combined usage in excess of 2,000 
student nights per year. 

Accommodation maintained by educational institutions 

Name 

Christchurch Teachers' College 

Venturer Scout Lodge 

Linwood High School 

St Andrew's College 

Christchurch Boys' High School 

St Margaret's College 

Canterbury University 

12 

Location 

Arthur's Pass 

Thomas River 

Mt White 

Mt White 

Cass 

No. of beds 

21 

14 

21 

60 

40 

22 

22 

200 



Trainees on White Glacier during a Canterbury Mountaineering Club's Easter camp. Mt Greenlaw, 
2294m, in the background;" 
Photo: M. A. Kirby. ' 



2.1.4 Fishing 

Because of their diversity the waters of the 
Basin are regarded as an excellent fishing resource. 
Table 4 shows the type of fishing and season for 
the lakes and rivers within the Basin. Although the 
North Canterbury Acclimatisation Society issued 
more than 13,000 licences in 1969/70 (5) it has not 
been possible to estimate either the number of people 
who fish these waters nor the number of fish they 
catch. The limit bag is four quinnat salmon and six 
trout and the limit size is 12 inches in each case. 

Above the Gorge the Waimakariri is closed to 
salmon fishing and the low population of brown 
trout does not encourage use. In general most of the 
rivers are equally unpopular. The only areas with 
good reputations are the junction of the Poulter and 
the Waimakariri, Winding Stream and Slovens Creek. 
These areas have difficult access but they are highly 
spoken of by a few expert anglers, for although the 
fish population is very low, their quality is very good. 

Anglers, however, consider that the lakes in the 
~asin provide an excellent range of fishing opportun
Ity. 

Lake Lyndon has a large population of small 
rainbow trout and is a very popular area. On the best 
summer days 40 people may fish the lake. It is 
thought of as an excellent area for a father to teach 
his son the rudiments of fishing. 

Lake Pearson is also popular because it has a 
large population of relatively small fish. On the best 
summer days 20 people may fish this lake. 

Lakes Grasmere and Sarah are high quality 
fishing waters. Success in fishing this low population 
of good quality fish needs skill and local knowledge. 

Lake Letitia is reputed to be an excellent lake 
for good quality fish, but is not popular because of 
its difficult access. 

For the purist Lake Marymere has no equal. 
The lake is not restocked, in the belief that the 
present population can sustain itself. For those 
anglers who dream of catching one good fish a season 
Lake Marymere's low population of reputedly 
"tremendous" trout may provide it. However, it is 
not a lake for the novice. 

TABLE 4 

Freshwater fishing within the Waimakariri Basin 

Artificial minnow or spoon-bait - first Saturday in November to the last day in February 

Broken River 
Porter River 
Thomas River 

Cass River 
Esk River 
Waimakariri (from 
source to Woodstock) 

Cass Stream 
Poulter 
Cora Lynn swamp 

Minnow or spoon-bait - first Saturday in November to 30th April 

Lake Lyndon (limit bag of six fish) 

Artificial fly - first Saturday in November to 30th April 

All other waters. 

2.1.5 Climbing, tramping and walking 
The preferred climbing and tramping areas are 

in the west of the Basin (Fig. 3). Generally the 
Craigieburn and Torlesse Ranges are used only by 
day trippers, including a few organised groups. 
Climbers regard the mountains within the Arthur's 
Pass National Park as an exce~lent training ground 
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and relatively safe for winter climbing. Both the 
New Zealand Alpine Club and the Canterbury Moun
taineering Club use the area for training camps, and 
many notable New Zealand climbers have gained 
basic instruction on these mountains. 
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fig. 3 
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 



2.1.6 Skiing 
As indicated in Fig. 3, the Graigieburn Range is 

the preferred ski area. The Porter Heights' ski field is 
operated by a commercial company catering for day 
visitors. At weekends more than 250 people a day 
may be skiing. The North Canterbury Ski Club, 
Craigieburn Valley Ski Club, Ski Touring Club, and 
the Canterbury Winter Sports Club cater primarily 
for club members but accept visitors as well. These 
clubs operate 11 ski tows and maintain 25 huts with 
a maximum bunk capacity of 312 people. At weekends 
and in good conditions up to 800 people a day may 
ski in these three basins. 

The Christchurch and Canterbury University 
Ski Clubs are based at Temple Basin. Although the 
skiable area is more restricted than the Craigieburn 

fields and it is further from Christchurch, Temple 
Basin provides skiing for up to 300 people a day on 
good weekends. Part of the attraction of this area 
must undoubtedly be its magnificent scenery. Skiers 
at Temple Basin enjoy sunshine until about 6 p.m. 
whereas the Craigie burn fields lose it by early after
noon. On the other hanr thl: Temple Basin ski field 
is more often closed by bad weather. 

Since 1957 the ski season on the Craigieburn 
Range has varied from nine weeks to 24 weeks. 
However, on average skiers can expect about 15 
weeks of skiable snow from June of each year. 

Appendix F gives details of the facilities 
available to skiers in the Waimakariri Basin. 

The top tow, Craigieburn Valley Ski Club. 
Photo: Michael and Marie Mihajlovic. 



2.1.7 Skating and sledding 
On occasions Lake Lyndon may freeze over and 

provide ice for skating. However, as the area is not 
supervised and ice conditions can be variable and 
dangerous it is not popular with skaters who 
generally prefer to travel to Lake Ida in the Rakaia 
catchment. 

The Canterbury Winter Sports Club operates two 
skating rinks adjacent to their bottom hut for up to 150 
skaters a day. 
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Lake Lyndon. 
Photo: Michael and Marie Mihaj/ovic. 

When snow falls to low altitudes many hun~ 
dreds of people converge on the area between the 
Kowai and Broken rivers to enjoy a day in the snow. 
Porters Pass, Starvation Gully and Lake Lyndon are 
the preferred areas. For example on 19th July 1971, 
radio reports said that 1,000 cars brought 5,000 
people to Lake Lyndon. 



2.1.8 Hunting 
The Forest Service policy of noxious animal 

control in the Basin has resulted in very low popula
tions of game animals. The area is considered by 
hunters to be poor hunting country. All mountains 
are occasionally hunted by small groups of private 
shooters, and covered on a regular basis by New 
Zealand Forest Service hunters. Each year 400-500 
shooters apply to the Chief Ranger of the National 
Park for written permission to shoot within the 
Park. 
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2.1.9 Boating 

Jet boats on the Waimakariri River. 
Photo: E. R. Mangin. 

The Waimakariri river is used frequently by jet 
boat enthusiasts (including one professional operator), 
who generally launch their boats below the Gorge 
bridge. The journey through the Waimakariri and 
Otarama gorges and beyond is renowned for its 
spectacular scenery. Although there is some limited 
use of Lake Lyndon for water skiing, the lakes 
within the Basin are not popular with the owners of 
power boats or yachts. 



Above: Venturer Scout canoe school, Lake Pearson. 
Photo: L. F. Gough. 
Below: A picnic lunch, near Enys homestead. 
Photo: G. A. Dunbar .. 



A KB968 leads a KB969 near Klondyke corner during an excursion 
to Arthur's Pass, July 1967. 
Photo: J. F. Cooke. 

2.1.10 Railway excursions 
Although railway excursions are now a thing 

of the past they were very popular at one time. As 
recently as the early 1960s the Railways Depart
ment would run day trips to Arthur's Pass each fort-

2.2 OTHER USES 

2.2.1 Agriculture 
Figure 4 shows that nine high country runs 

occupy about half of the Basin. This land is held 
under a variety of tenures but almost all of it is 
leasehold. Despite this all runholders have strong 
feelings of ownership in their properties. A change 
from leasehold to freehold title would have little 
effect on the attitudes of runholders to their land. 

On all properties income is derived principally 
from wool and store stock but revenue from cattle 
forms an increasing proportion of total income. 
The 70,000 sheep grazing in the Basin are almost 
equally divided among Merino, Haltbred and Corrie
dale breeds while the 2,000 cattle are generally 
Aberdeen Angus or Hereford.(l) 

All runholders have for the last few years been 
caught in the squeeze of increased costs bu t lower 
prices. If they wish to remain farming their only 
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night during the winter. In 1963 some 3,000 people 
joined these excursions. However, falling patronage 
and rising costs forced the service to be cancelled. 

alternative to a lowered living standard is more 
production and increased efficiency. Apart from a 
shortage of capital, winter feed is the most important 
factor limiting increased production. Those run
holders who are retiring high-altitude eroded land 
from grazing are caught two ways. Not only must 
the low altitude land provide more summer feed to 
compensate for the loss of high-altitude grazing, but 
it must also produce more winter grazing to carry 
the increases in stock needed even to maintain net 
income. Arable and potentially arable land has a far 
greater importance than its limited area and produc
tivity would indicate. 

The isolation of the runs has been steadily 
reduced by improved road access. This has improved 
operating efficiency on all properties but has also 
increased the problem of trespass. 



Above: Castle Hill Station homestead. 
Below: Greneys shelter on Highway 73, Arthur's Pass National Park. 
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fig. 5 
TENURE 



2.2.2 Forest Use 
Existing forests (Figure 5) are regarded and 

managed as protection forests. Although areas of 
forest not included in the National Park or Craigie
burn Forest Park do have a commercial production 
potential, they are remote and their potential is 
unlikely to be realised for many years to come. 

2.2.3 Unoccupied Land 
Fig. 5 shows the location of about 15,000 

hectares of unalienated Crown Land. 

2.2.4 Arthur's Pass National Park 
This park totals 97,100 hectares 0 f 

which 70,000 hectares are within the Basin. Fig. 6 
shows that in 1971 the park was visited by 113,000 
people. The Park Board's primary planning objec
tive is to preserve the Park in as near-natural a state 
as possible. All forms of development and use are 
assessed first against this objective. Although 
entry to the park is unrestricted, a visitor must 
comply with many restrictions relatin,g to the use of 
the area's flora, fauna and facilities. (6r 
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2.2.5 Craigieburn Forest Park 
In 19684,850 hectares of land on the Craigie

burn Range was gazetted as a State Forest Park. The 
area is administered by the Forest Service to mini
mise erosion and regulate runoff, and as far as is 
compatible with these objectives, to preserve and 
enhance the scenic values of the area and to develop 
recreational facilities. 

The public have unrestricted entry to the park 
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except when there is a high fire risk. Entry to desig
nated research areas within the park may also be 
restricted. As with the National Park written permis
sion must be obtained before firearms can be 
taken into the area. 

The main use of the Park is for skiing, some 
skating, picnicking and occasional winter hunting.(7) 



Mt Phipps, Arthur's Pass National Park. 
Photo: R. H. Kirkpatrick. 



CHAPTER 3 THE LANDSCAPE AS A VISUAL RESOURCE 

From the information presented in Chapter 2 it 
becomes clear that the best known areas of the Basin 
are those that the visitor can see from State Highway 
73. Indeed for many people the landscapes adjacent 
to this highway are the Waimakariri Basin. 

Again from Chapter 2, it is evident that driving 
for pleasure is an important, if not the most import
ant ,recreational use of the area. Two New Zealand 
studies (8,9) and one American study (lO)would 
support the conclusion that people generally give 
high priority to driving as a form of recreation. 

State Highway 73 is the epitome of a multiple 
use highway. Not only does it connect the east and 
west coasts, service the high country stations, and 
provide access to mountain recreation areas, it is also 

LANDSCAPE IDENTITY AREAS 
Within the visual corridor, areas containing 

their own landscape character were mapped. Twenty
three major areas varying in shape and size were 
identified. Although each area is visually different 
these merge in a subtle and unique sequence of 
landscape compartments, each with its own intrinsic 
quality and extrinsic value. 

The identity areas have not been described for 
different times of the day or seasons of the year. The 

a scenic road of exceptional beauty and interest. The 
landscapes through which it passes are rural in 
character and comprise both developed and natural 
countryside. 

In this study it is necessary to consider the 
landscapes adjacent to State Highway 73 as a visual 
resource and to examine their character with a view 
to managing them in such a way that they will 
satisfy the visual and social needs of the public. 

To assess the quality of these landscapes it was 
first necessary to establish the extent of the visual 
corridor. Figure 7 shows that the landscapes which 
can be seen from the highway vary in width from 
several chains in the cuttings and valleys to several 
miles on the fans and terraces. 

light and shadows of the morning, noon, or afternoon 
all produce profoundly different visual effects on the 
landscape. Seasonal differences as well as fine, cloudy, 
rainy or snowy days will again create different visual 
atmospheres and associated human responses. Each 
area therefore has been described in terms of its 
dominant visual characteristics. 

TABLE 5 

Landscape Identity Areas between Springfield and Arthur's Pass 

1. Plains 
2. Springfield 
3. Rubicon 
4. Ben More 
5. Kowai-
6. Porters 
7. Starvation Gulty 
8. Lake Lyndon 
9. Cloudy Hill 

10. Porter River 
11. Castle Hill 
12. Enys homestead 

1. Plains 
The dominant feature of the landscape 

between Christchurch and Springfield is the 
chequerboaid pattern of the developed rural 
landscape. This is seen as a succession of rectang
ular compositions varying in colour and texture. 
Although somewhat monotonous, this tidy land
scape presents most of the elements of Canter
bury Plains farming and its rural life. Straight 
roads with gravel shoulders and grass verges, live 
gorse hedges, exotic evergreen shelter belts, home
steads with their deciduous and coniferous orna
mental plantings, water races, and rural centres, 
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13. Cave Stream 
14. Bridge Hill 
15. Craigieburn Cutting 
16. Lake Pearson 
17. Grasmere 
18. Cass 
19. Hawdon River 
20. Broad Stream fan 
21. Upper Waimakariri 
22. Mingha River 
23. Arthur's Pass 

the railroad and Highway 73, are all elements 
making up the Plains landscape. 

The skyline view throughout this identity 
area is of mountains which at all times appear 
straight in front. One of the significant visual 
features occurs at Racecourse Hill where a change 
in topography can be observed and the agricultural 
pattern is seen on an inclined plane. The shelter 
plantings and . fence line plantings provide rhythm 
to the landscape, by screening, framing, and direct
ing views. 



2. Springfield 
The town does little in terms of exploiting 

visual impressions, yet it is important for the 
motoring public as it is. the last refuelling and 
refreshment station until Arthur's Pass. This. small 
rural community epitomises the country town with 
its community activities located on both sides of 
the highway. The frontages inhibit most external 
views until the town is traversed. The road then 
points south-west to the Torlesse Range and 
Porters Pass, thus Springfield introduces the 
mountain environment. 

3. Rubicon 
After Springfield the pattern of intensive 

agriculture becomes less dominant as arable and 
mixed farming give way to pastoral farming. The 
landscape presents a more unkempt appearance, 
with fewer shelter belts and gorse hedges. Th~ 
soils are stony. Rock piles, sometimes covered 
by lichens, become evident. Colour contrasts 
are more apparent, especially where cultivation 
stops near the base of the foothills and less 
intensive grazing begins on the higher tussock 
slopes. The dun colour of the short tussock 
grasslands are occasionally punctuated with the 
grey of matagouri, the reddish brown of bracken 
fern or the dull brown of Coprosma. 

4. Ben More 
In this area cultivation is limited to the 

alluvial terraces and downs, and patches of scrub 
are more noticeable. One of the more striking 
features of this area is the Ben More homestead 
site which is easily identified by the large stand 
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- Springfield. 

of exotic trees. These are mainly coniferous but 
are highlighted with several deciduous species. 
Thirteen Mile Bush, a woodland of native beech, 
can be seen below the Big Ben Range. The blue or 
grey sky, the tussock slopes patched with grey and 
red scrub drifts, the exotic plantings, beech forest, 
cultIvated and stony terraces and the grey and 
green scrub of the Kowai River bed all provide 
a colour and textural pattern quite different to 
any area on the plains. 

The steeper grade is now apparent and the 
foothills begin to close and impart a sense of 
funneling into the mountains. 

5. Kowai 
With the mountains in the foreground and 

foothills on either side, a feeling of enclosure is 
experienced here. The human scale diminishes, the 
mountain scale takes over. The absence of trees 
and fences enhances the contrast. 

The spectacular erosion scar on Foggy Peak 
is perhaps the major focal point. Distant views are 
confined to directly ahead or to glimpses up river 
valleys. The river bed vegetation is mainly broom. 
The foothill vegetation is fescue tussock and scrub 
and patches of cabbage trees and flax. Agriculture 
is almost exclusively restricted to the grazing of 
the hillside slopes. 

Repetition and rhythm in the landscape have 
now given way to surprise and accent with the pro
gression from one point of interest to another. 
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fig. 7 
LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR 



6. Porters 
Porters Pass is the first time the sense of 

climax is experienced. The gradual climb from the 
plains is finally climaxed at the pass where the 
sudden, steep and relatively short climb becomes 
the dominant feature. This precipitous grade may 
be considered the challenge to enter the Waimaka
riri basin. 

On the way up to the pass changes in 
vegetation become apparent. The shady slopes 
appear cold and moist while the sunny faces 
appear open, depleted and windswept. The exposed 
rocks and soils also demonstrate colour and textur
al contrasts in the yellow-browns of soil and grey 
of screes. 

7. Starvation Gully 
Although the vegetation of this area resem

bles that of the higher slopes of Porters Pass, the 
colour contrasts here appear more striking. The 

- Foggy Peak. 

shady shrubland/grassland slopes are alive with 
colour. Individual shrub forms are discernable and 
the area appears as a patchwork of plant-form, 
colour and texture. The sunny slopes on the other 
hand appear impoverished and as yellow-brown 
drifts. Both faces are vegetated but the sunny 
face appears more as a random shrubland, set in 
tussock grassland. 

This area contrasts strongly with that of 
Porters Pass where climax was the major response. 
The gully is more relaxing, more satisfying. A 
sense of arrival, of having reached the top, is 
quite aoparent. The area is sheltered, quiet, in 
scale WIth man. The road through the gully 
meanders naturally along the contours and it is 
here that man is at ease and can identify with his 
surrounds without the feeling of imposing. The 
whole area imparts a sense of enclosure and 

. surprise as the road winds gently down to Lake 
Lyndon. 

- Porters Pass. 



8. Lake Lyndon 
This area is not travelled through but is 

glimpsed at and by-passed rather quickly. It has 
the element of surprise as the road through Starva
tion Gully unwinds and presents the lake for a few 
moments before turning away. A glimpse of the lake 
is all that is required since the area, in terms of its 
visual definition, is the most obvious of the identity 
areas. Its landscape quality is the body of water set 
in a valley of tussock covered hills. This tussock 
grassland area contrasts strongly with the shrubland 
vegetation of Starvation Gully. The recreational 
developments and facilities at the road end of the 
lake appear as intrusions. This is not caused entirely 
by their lack of respect for the landscape, but in 
their unfortunate siting. 

9. Cloudy Hill 
After leaving the recreational facilities of Lake 

Lyndon the sense of the true mountain environment 

- Starvation Gully 

becomes more apparent with fine vistas of the 
Craigieburn Range. The dominant feature of this 
landscape is the fan sculpturing over which the high
way passes. Two visual elements of significance in 
this area are the fans, their distinctive shape and 
colour, and the swamps adjacent to the road. 

Most of the fans are young, quite stony and 
active. The younger fans appear steeper and more 
clearly defined, not only by their form but also by 
their plant cover. Their grey appearance, due to 
matagouri and Coprosma, contrasts strongly with 
the steeper hill slopes of yellow-brown tussock and 
Dracophyllum scrub. The older fans, most of which 
have a sunny aspect, are covered in short tussock 
grasses with remnant patches of scrub and tall 
tussock. They do not contrast with their surrounds 
as sharply as do the younger fans. 

- Approaching Porter River. 
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fig. 8 
LANDSCAPE IDENTITY AREAS 1-6, 11,13 



Part of Castle Hill Station's eastern boundary, Torlesse Range. 
Castle Hill Peak, right of centre, rises to 1996m. 
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10. Porter River 
The striking feature of this area is the clearly 

defined post-glacial river terracing with its· extensive 
vegetation cover of fescue tussock and red tussock. 
Visually this area represents the only true tussock 
grassland region to be seen from the road in the 
Waimakariri basin. The landscape qualities lie in the 
boldness and expansiveness of the golden tussocks 
which defy the folded and severed relief, giving to 
the landscape a subtle perspective. 

The landscape has a noticeable quietness which 
seems to arise from its relative emptiness. Yet it is 
also capable of exhibiting movement. Movement 
here is of a dual character. Firstly, when travelling 
through the area one is very conscious of the 
changing eye-level views as the road sweeps down 
into the Dry Stream and Porter River beds and then 
up the terraced sides. Secondly, a quality of move
ment which is dependent to a large extent on the 
influences of weather. This movement is seen in the 
tussock in even the slightest breeze. More distinctive 
movement occurs under windy and cloudy condi
tions when the scene becomes alive with shadows. 
The Cloudy Hill landscape of fans and the Porter 
River landscape of terraces present a unique and 
complementary natural environment of extremely 
high scenic value. 

11. Castle Hill 
On climbing out of the Porter River a skyline 

view of the limestone outcrops of-Castle Hill appears. 
The impact of this area's setting is not felt until the 
scene is exposed at the road summit. The view is then 
extensive in length, breadth, scale and content and 
overpowering in its visual complexity. 
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- Castle Hill Station. 
Photo: R. J. Goundrill. 

The highway alignment appears long, gradually 
down-sloping, and endless. This perspective is high
lighted by the open foreground, the pattern of the 
power poles and the extended view of the back
ground after the road disappears. Other initial 
observations are the pastoral scene, the location of 
the homestead indicated by exotic shelter plantings, 
and several farm buildings. The total scene is a 
surprise but the limestone outcrops in their beauty 
and extent become the focal point of the region and 
a greater surprise yet. 

The high visual interest of this area may be 
attributed to:-

1. Surprises at the entrance and within the area; 
2. The openness and depth of view in the com

plete scene; 
3. The pastoral setting in the mountain environ

ment; 
4. The forms in the limestone outcrops contrast

ing with the sky, the surrounds and each other; 

5. The presence of livestock which enliven the scene 
and compliments the passive scale of the landscape; 

6. The textural and colour contrasts between 
landscapes shaped by man and natural land
scapes. 

The most significant feature of the area lies 
in the integration of all these features in a total 
landscape. The massive rocks themselves are secondary 
to their setting. The landscape is one of limestone out
crops set in open pasture. This visual aspect is most 
imp.ortant.The limestone tors without their unique 
settmg would be reduced to little more than a pile of 
rocks. 



12. Enys Homestead 
The approach to this area is quite different to 

any other. The straight road through the Castle Hill 
area turns abruptly to the west and presents one of 
the finest views of the entire journey. The feeling for 
the mountain environment is emphasised with the 
spectacular view of the Craigieburn Range. Although 
this range has been seen from previous areas this is 
when it can be appreciated as a true mountain range. 
Equally significant is the presence of a large stand of 
exotic trees at one end of a larger area of mountain 
beech. The exotics consist mainly of larch, lodge
pole pine and Douglas fir and their relationship 
makes a pleasant distant view. This view, however, is 
soon lost as the now unsealed road drops down to 
the Thomas River with its unkempt environment of 
scrub and tussock. Once the road emerges from the 
Thomas River the Enys homestead area is travelled 
through. The large open terrace on the west of the 
road consists of tussock grassland with clumps of 
matagouri and gorse. This terrace has both promin-

Summary 

Enys homestead identity area. 

ence and enclosure derived from the combination of 
vegetation and topography and the cultural place 
image displayed by the exotic plantings. The area 
is rich in history and contains the sites of the former 
Enys homestead and of the Castle Hill Hotel. 

The views outward from the central part of the 
area are visually significant. To the west is the 
Craigieburn Range and to the east Prebble Hill and a 
spectacular limestOl.J outcrop formation while in the 
background is the Broken River and the Torlesse 
Range. 

A further feature of the area is the noticeable 
absence of fences along the highway frontage and 
thus the opportunity to rest or explore. A short 
walk about the terrace will reveal significant features 
such as the shelter and serenity of the area, an 
extensive wet land area, and the constant singing of 
birds. Were it not for the dust from the highway this 
would be an extremely pleasant rest area. 

Half of the journey to Arthur's Pass has been traversed. If travelling to the mountains for a visual, scenic 
or joy ride is the objective, then a journey to this point would satisfy most people. The next two identity areas 
(Cave Stream and Bridge Hill) are a transitional zone between what has been seen and another landscape 
sequence which begins at the Cragieburn Cutting and continues to Arthur's Pass. The essential difference 
between the two environmental sequences can be attributed to climatic influences. The eastern sequence is 
primarily a dryland mountain region where the dominant colours are yellow and gold. In the western sequence 
gold and yellow do exist in quantity but the dominant colours are the dark greens of mountain beech and the 
grey and blue of the expansive river beds. The tussock grasslands are the unifying element in the eastern series 
and the beech forests in the western series. Although each identity area in the eastern sequence derives its visual 
qualities from within itself, the success of the visual experience is derived from the total landscape. 
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fig. 9 
LANDSCAPE IDENTITY AREAS 4-13 



13. Cave Stream 
This identity area contains three significant 

landscape features. Firstly, the finger-like terracing, 
especially in the Gorge Hill and Flock Hill regions; 
secondly, the regular meandering pattern of Cave 
Stream; and thirdly Parapet Rock as a feature on its 
own and also as the point from where the terraces and 
the meandering of Cave Stream can be viewed. The 
limestone outcrops on Flock Hill, as a backdrop to 
these features, completes a visually interesting scene. 
From Parapet Rock distant views can be seen of the 
Broken River region and the Torlesse Range to the 
east and the Craigiebum Forest Park and ski grounds 
to the west. Parapet Rock as the focal point of the 
area also appears as a climax element in the land
scape, as one travels westwards above Cave 
Stream. 

14. Bridge Hill 
The dominant landscape feature of this area is 

Craigiebum Forest Park. In the foreground scattered 
remnants of dead and dying manuka with patches of 
matagouri, bracken fern and tauhinu (Cassinia) make 
up the scrub vegetation. Fescue tussock and red 
tussock complete the floor of a somewhat featureless 
landscape. Tauhinu, or golden cotton plant, takes on 
a very distinctive golden appearance especially in 
liftemoon light. 

43 

- Craigieburn Cutting. 

Of all the identity areas this is, by its cold and 
forbidding appearance, perhaps the most uninteresting. 
However, in terms of the total sequence of landscape 
compartments, it is appreciated and perhaps remem
bered for its wild and unkempt appearance. It serves 
as a neutral zone for comparison with what has been 
and what is to come. Towards the head of the area 
the feeling of enclosure prevails as the beech forest 
meets the road. 

15. Craigiebum Cutting 
The impact of this area arises from the feeling 

of sudden enclosure brought about by the spatial 
relationships of topography and vegetation. The play 
of light and shadow as the road winds down and 
under the canopy of regenerating patches of beech 
further emphasises the character of the area. As the 
road crosses from one aspect to the other, patches 
of impoverished -looking manuka scrub on the sunny 
slopes contrast strongly in colour and form with the 
beech forest on the shady slopes. Individual specimens 
of beech displaying their basic rounded form are 
seen in the lower areas of the cutting. The back
ground is dominated by the forward view of the 
eroded slopes of Purple Hill. 

This identity area can be likened to the land
scape of Starvation Gully in several ways. Firstly, it 
introduces a landscape sequence in a particular 



mountain environment, namely a higher rainfall 
sequence compared to the former dryland series. 
Secondly, the introduction is again experienced 
in the form of a gentle winding of the road imparting 
a sense of rhythm which, coupled with surprise and 
enclosure, makes for a visually interesting landscape. 
The areas differ, especially in terms of their vegeta
tion types seen as forms and colours. A further dif
ference lies in the greenness and dampness of the 
Craigie burn Cutting compared with the obvious 
dryness of Starvation Gully. 

16. Lake Pearson 
The sudden opening out of the Lake Pearson 

area is equally as spectacular as tile sudden closing in 
of the Craigieburn Cutting. The alignment of the road 
is redirected from its apparent collision course with 
Purple Hill by the brief but visually significant buffer 
of exotic plantings on Flock Hill Station. At first 
Lake Pearson does not dominate the scene. Rather it 
is the openness, the depth of view and the scale of . 
the environment that provide the initial visual 
experience. 

Within the identity area, Lake Pearson, its 
shape distorted by fan -encroachment, and the 
individuality of the mountains, make this area a 
dramatic composition of bold forms. The broad 
sweeping curves of the highway respect the intrinsic 
beauty of this open landscape. The contrasts between 
the vertical and the horizontal scales and in particular 
the lake plane, are stressed by lake reflections. The 
random willow plantings along the road edge of the 
lake are the visually dominant vegetation. 

- Lake Pearson 

17. Grasmere 
The Ribbonwood Fan separates this area from 

the Lake Pearson area and also serves as a significant 
introductory feature. The sudden view from the crest 
of the fan is comparable with the initial impression 
of Castle HilL These two areas introduce the element 
of surprise and the contrasts of a pastoral landscape 
with the natural landscape. The Grasmere area, as a 
total visual landscape is perhaps the most spectacular 
and one of the more significant in the Waimakariri 
Basin but it is second to Castle Hill in the extent of 
pastoral-natural contrasts. 

The initial view of the Grasmere area is of a 
bowl set in a mountain landscape and centrally 
traversed by a straight and sagging highway. The 
visual depth of the landscape owes much to the road 
alignment. Mountains of the Main Divide stand out 
in the background as the dominant landscape ele
ment. Although not in this identity area they add 
scale and completeness to it. 

There is an element of climax in the setting 
and defmition of the Grasmere homestead site, a 
cultural focal point. The chequerboard patterns of 
the bowl floor, much emphasised by fence lines and 
textural colours in the paddocks, all contrast moder
ately within themselves and strongly with the steeper 
slopes of tussocks, successional scrub and beech. The 
presence of livestock completes the high visual qual
ity of this landscape. 

- Grasmere identity area. 
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fig. 10 
LANDSCAPE IDENTITY AREAS 11-17 



18. Cass 
This is an anti-climax area and because of this 

it is important. The outstanding natural beauty of 
the Lake Pearson area followed directly by the con
trasts and depths of view of the Grasmere area tend 
to satisfy the visual appetite. Initially the area 
appears as a small basin set in an unimposing land
scape of insignificant features. The funneled approach 
is created by topographic enclosure and a minor, but 
significant change in direction. 

The features of the area are the railway village 
of Cass and the Ministry of Works depot which both 
appear visually uninviting; the colour contrasts of 
the Cass riverbed vegetation and gravels; M t Horrible 
and an unobtrusive transmission line. Goldney 
Saddle creates a sense of enclosure and by restricting 
the view a sense of anticipation. Towards the crest of 
the saddle one is confronted with a spectacular 
mountain view. 

19. Hawdon River 
The initial impact of this area is due to the 

bush-covered slopes of the mountains of Arthur's 
Pass National Park and the expanse of the braided 
gravel bed of the Waimakariri River. The landscape 
of gold and yellow now gives way to a landscape of 
grey and green. The scale of the landscape changes 
to one of strong horizontal and vertical relation
ships. The total landscape makes up the character of 
this identity area where fme views and in particular 
distant views of steep, bush-clad mountains, deep 
and dark valleys, the expansive and dominant 
Waimakariri river valley, together present striking 
contrasts. 

20. Broad Stream Fan 
The dominant features of this area are Broad 

Stream and the distinctive form and scale of its fan. 
Young greywacke screes and the stream bed contrast 
with the fan. The pastoral pattern does not dominate 
as a landscape feature. Although Bealey State Forest 
and the rounded nature of the Black Range are 
noticeable, this area has few significant landscape 
features. All are subdued by the magnificence of the 
total surroundings. The accommodation develop
ments at Bealey Spur appear as a focal point in the 
distance but a closer view exposes them as intrusions 
on the landscape. 

21. Upper Waimakariri 
The introduction and entrance to this area at 

the old Bealey Hotel site is also the entrance to 
Arthur's Pass National Park. This entrance through a 
shaded canopy of beech is a distinctive feature of 
the area. The dominant view is forward and up the 
Waimakariri River valley and one would imagine that 
this was the way to Arthur's Pass. However, at the 
Waimakariri River the road turns and points towards 
the Bealey valley which, until now, had appeared 
insignificant. The crossing of the Waimakariri River 
gives a fine open view of the upper catchment. From 
the river to Klondyke corner the road is slightly 
~levated and takes a broad sweep across the valley 
floor. On either side, former borrow pits are now 
attractive pools of clear water. 

- Sealy Spur. 



22. Mingha River 
From Klondyke comer the road travels along 

the Bealey River under a canopy of mountain beech 
forest. Even on fme days the denseness of the forest 
and the lushness of the undergrowth give a cool 
moist feeling. The scrub plants display a variety of 
colour, form, texture and spatial arrangements. After 
leaving the openness of the sprawling Waimakariri 
River valley the feeling of enclosure is extreme and 
quite sudden. 

The major features of this area include: the 
play of light and shadow; the contrasts and composi
tions of plant cover, especially the floorscape of 
embankments, slopes and cuttings; the feeling of 
sudden and continued enclosure coupled with 
surprise and interest; random and brief views; water 
seeping from embankments; stream fords; the close
ness of the railroad line; the scale and juxtaposition 
of the river boulders and stones and their reddish 
appearance caused by Algae trentapolia. 

- Near Halpins Creek, Arthur's Pass 

23. Arthur's Pass 
Prior to arriving at the township the dominant 

feature is the enclosure of the beech forest. A distinct 
feeling of antiCipation is created by the repetitious 
winding of the road. 

The arrival at Arthur's Pass through the "service 
entrance" tends to have a distasteful effect. However, 
this passes when the welcome township strip of 
development opens up. The setting of this area is that 
of a true mountain environment, particularly on a 
clear day when the scale of the landscape can be 
fully appreciated. Man has blended his developments, 
even those of questionable design, rather successfully 
with the landscape. It is this respect for landscape 
that makes Arthur's Pass a pleasant mountain 
recreation area. 

- Arthur's Pass township. 
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CHAPTER 4 AN APPRAISAL OF CURRENT AND PROJECTED RECREATIONAL USE 
AND DEMAND 

The estimation of the future demand for recreation in the Basin would be a complex exercise and beyond 
the capacity of this introductory study. Nevertheless if the Basin's recreational resources are to be developed 
in an orderly way, studies must be initiated to determine the future demand for the variety of recreational 
opportunities available. 

For this study it has been assumed that in the immediate future the demand will increase at about the same 
rate as the increased use of Arthur's Pass National Park in the last decade; a compounded increase of 27*% per 
year. (fig. 6) It must be emphasised that this is a crude indication of future demand. It is an historical growth rate 
and there is no assuran,ee that this rate of growth will be maintained even for the immediate future. Moreover, it 
is probable that demand'does not increase at a uniform rate for all forms of recreation. Therefore the indication 
of past growth of visitors to the National Park should not be applied to future growth of demand for particular 
recreation uses such as skiing, fishing, driving for pleasure. Nevertheless in the absence of more useful or reliable 
information this growth rate is used as an indication of likely future demand and the possibilities for each major 
recreation use are considered in turn. ' 

4.1 Driving for pleasure - with its past and projected 
improvements State Highway 73 would appear to be 
able to handle foreseeable increases in traffic volume. 
Whether or not the destinations can handle this 
increased volume is another matter. At present there 
are 40 kilometres of secondary public road in the 
Basin (viz. the roads into the Craigieburn Forest Park 
from Broken River and Cave Stream, Cass to Craigie
burn, and Goldney Saddle to Mt White Station). 
Except for the Andrews and Hawdon shelters none 
of these roads have picnic places or public facilities. 
At present developed facilities for the travelling pub
lic are limited to nine picnic sites and shelters 
between Springfield and Arthur's Pass. Outside the 
National Park the only public toilets are at Lake 
Lyndon. While this situation may have been adequate 
in the past, additional facilities will be needed in 
future to prevent pleasant natural picnic sites from 
becoming littered, and to reduce the risk of picnic 
fires escaping into the surrounding country. 

For many visitors, scenic beauty in the 
Waimakariri is enhanced by the absence of roadside 
advertisements. Public preference for this situation 
to remain was demonstrated in 1959 when a large 
advertisement was erected on Parapet Rock. Despite 
many protests the sign stayed until a group of travel
lers took the law into their own hands and removed 
it. The sign was not replaced. At present there are 
no advertising signs on the highway from Springfield 
to Arthur's Pass. In order that those who drive for 
pleasure may continue to enjoy an uncluttered land
scape the Malvern County Council could be given 
every encouragement to preserve the landscape free 
of commercial and other unneccessary signs. 

4.2 Landscape viewing and recording - The great 
diversity and size of the Basin allow ample opportuni
ties for future growth of activities related to land
scape viewing and recording. 

At present a few areas are used intensively and 
large areas experience little or no use at all. Over-use 
of popular areas can be prevented by providing a 
greater number of points of interest. The feasibility 
of developing observation points and nature trails 
could be investigated for areas within and outside 

the National Park., Special attention could be given to 
the Lake Lyndon area, the limestone tors at Castle 
Hill, the Craigie burn Forest Park, and the area round 
the mouth of the Hawdon River and Andrews 
Stream. 

- Landscape recording. 
Photo: R. J. Goundrill. 



A child admiring a flowering spaniard. 
Photo: P. Croft. 



On White Glacier a 
student learns to use 
a prussic loop during a 
Canterbury Mountain
eering Club Easter 
camp. 
Photo: M. A. Kirby. 



4.3 Fishing - The Basin's fishing resource would 
appear to be adequate to meet the needs 0 fan 
increased number of anglers. However, more positive 
management of some waters may be necessary. The 
range of fishing opportunities gives the Basin a 
popularity with both experienced and inexperienced 
anglers. This desirable feature should be maintained. 

Lakes Lyndon and Pearson are heavily fished at 
present but appear well suited to more intensive use. 
Restocking may have to become more positive to 
accommodate the increased use. Ultimately these 
lakes may have to be stocked on a "put and take" 
basis in which almost all the fish introduced at the 
beginning of the season are caught by the end of 
the season. In this way the factor which would 

ultimately limit the fishing would be the lack of 
rod space. 

With this use of Lakes Lyndon and Pearson, 
Lakes Grasmere, Sarah, Letitia and Marymere could 
be managed (for at least the immediate future) as 
premier fishing waters in much the same way as at 
present. 
4.4 Climbing, tramping and walking - For climbers 
and trampers the mountains offer almost unlimited 
opportunity. Table 6 indicates the increase in high 
climbing in New Zealand. Associated with this has 
been a general increase in popularity of climbing 
and tramping. Hut facilities (Appendix D) may limit 
the use of some areas but it is expected that clubs 
will provide facilities to meet the demands of 
their members. 

TABLE 6 

Ascents of Mount Cook 
(Source: Mt Cook National Park Board Annual Reports) 

lst ascent 
100th 
200th 
300th 

December 1894 
December 1955 
March 1966 
December 1970 

- 100 ascents in 61 years 
- 100 ascents in 11 years 
- 100 ascents in 5 years 

With increased recreational use, calls on search 
and rescue services can be expected to increase. The 
instruction schools offered by the New Zealand 
Alpine Club and Canterbury Mountaineering Club are 
recommended to all who intend to climb or tramp in 
the mountains, particularly those organizing large 
parties. Table 7 shows the number of occasions in 
which staff of the Arthur's Pass National Park have 

A rescue. Rolleston River, 
February 1964. 
Photo: J. Charles. 

been involved in search and rescue operations. In 
general, accidents are closely related to weather 
conditions. Experienced climbers are rarely involved. 
The majority of cases involve people whose confi
dence exceeds their ability. Large parties under 
inexperienced leadership are a constant source of 
concern to Park Rangers and search and rescue 
personnel. 



TABLE 7 

Involvement of Arthur's Pass National Park Staff in Search and Rescue Operations 

(Source: P. Croft pers. comm.) 

1963 1964 1965 

Search and rescue 
incidents 11 11 

Deaths 0 

Minor incidents 
(treated at Park HQ) 3 5 

Staff involvement 
(man hours) 166 186 

4.5 Skiing - The high basins on the Craigieburn 
Range provide good skiing both now and for the 
future. Future use may, however be limited by 
access, car park facilities and the ski tow capa
city. 

6 

0 

0 

6 

At present clubs can cater for the demand 
and will improve their facilities as the demand 
grows. Rope tows, T-bar lifts or pomas, roading and 
park facilities, require large amounts of capital. 
However, most ski clubs are prepared to make the 
necessary investment, as the demand arises. 

However, to cater for this increased demand, 
some changes in the present organisation of skiing 
may be necessary. It may become increasingly 
necessary for clubs to put their towing and hiring 
facilities on a commercial basis. Traditional club ties 
with ski fields could remain in the form of club 
huts. 

Accommodation for increased numbers of 
skiers will become a problem. Most of the present 
facilities were built by volunteer labour and finan
ced by members subscriptions, often without the 

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 

13 8 15 20 16 9 

5 2 2 0 

3 16 14 7 10 12 

367 744 262 307 302 136 

benefit of vehicle access. Under these circumstances 
the efforts have been commendable. However, the 
present situation is that many club huts if fully 
occupied would have inadequate air space for the 
number of beds provided, inadequate protection 
against fire, and inadequate provision for the dis
posal of rubbish and sewage. In short, existing hut 
facilities are barely able to cope with the existing 
demand - much less provide for future increases. 

Where possible the future increases could be 
catered for by an increased number of day users. 
In this way the problems of water supply to and 
sewage disposal from ski-field accommodation 
facilities could be greatly minimised. However, an 
increase in day use will mean that road access and 
high-altitude car park facilities will need to be 
upgraded. Although road construction and earth 
moving have the potential to cause severe erosion, 
enough is known about the revegetation of 
exposed surfaces to prevent erosion from becoming 
a problem. 

A ski school, Temple Basin. 
Photo: L. F. Gough. 



Landowners 'bot' 
on attitude 

in cold; revellers 
warned 

Landowners in the Porters Pass area 
warned today that their tolerant attitude to
wards Christchurch people who "invade" their 
properties every weekend to romp in the snow 
would change if acts of irresponsibility con
tinue. 

"Some people leave gates 
open, they push fences over 
and they disturb stock. All of 
these things are of terrible 
nuisance value," Mr E. M. 
Barnes, the manager of Castle 
Hill Station, "invaded" by 
about 500 city people yester
day, said today. 

Happily the majority of 
people actcd responsibly and 
those who did no damage were 
welcomed. 

"The snow isn't welcome 
here. But it gives me great 
pleasure to see people about to 
enjoy it thc way visitors here 
do. It's those irresponsible few 
who spoil it," Mr Barnes said. 

Neighbouring property 
owners were similarly minded, 
Mr Barnes said. 

It was noteworthy that ex
tremely few asked permission 
beforc they trespassed on 
properties. 

"Yet no one asking here has 
ever been denied," Mr Barnes 
said. 

Great concern too was felt 
at the behaviour on the road 
of motorists. 

HIGH SPEEDS 
Sited on what is known 

locally as "The Lunatic Mile" 
Castle Hill stat ion residents 
note with alarm the number of 
cars which travel through at 
high speed. 

The stretch is the only piece 
of straight road in a consid
erable distance. 

"Motorists generally are so 
inoonsiderate it just doesn't 
pay to anticipate and try to 
help them when driving stock 
on the road. Move the stock 
out of the way to give them a 
clear passage through and 
they'll tear through, perhaps 
taking one of my dogs, or a 
horse on the way," Mr Barnes 
said. 

The only safe way was to 
stay on the road, making the 
:notorists slow right down be
fore letting them pass through. 

Similar sentiments were ex
pressed by Mr I. A. McLeod, 
of Cass, who said that in spite 
of foggy conditions on winter 
mornings motorists raced 
through at ridiculous speeds. 

"It's a nasty feeling when 
crossing the road with stock 
on these occasions," Mr 
McLeod said. 

At weekends too when hun
dreds of cars were drawn up 
on the sides of the road many 
parked dangerously, he said. 

Christchurch Star 
10 July 1971 
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4.6 Skating and Sledding 
The existing skating rinks are rapidly approach

ing capacity use. Development of other areas will 
become necessary, partly to provide for an increased 
number of skaters, and partly to provide a safer 
alternative to the potentially dangerous ice condi
tions of Lake Lyndon. 

The winter use of the Lake Lyndon area has 
increased dramatically in recent years. In response 
to this use the National Roads Board has provided 
fire places and picnic tables and the Lands and 
Survey Department has built a public shelter and 
public toilets. While it is not possible to provide 
facilities to meet future peak use, these facilities 
are inadequate for even the modest present use. 
There is therefore an urgent need for the parties 
involved in administration of such an area to plan 
jointly for its future development. 
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4.7 Hunting 

Sledding on Castle HiH Station. 
Reproduced by courtesy of the 
New Zealand Woman's Weekly -
issue 11 October 1971. 

As long as the Forest Service maintains its 
present policy of noxious animal control the Basin 
will offer only limited opportunity for hunting 
animals. At present many hunters would claim that 
their "resource" is overused, and that some measure 
of game management is needed. 

There may be areas in the mountain lands 
where such game can be managed. The Waimaka
riri is not likely to be one of them. The relation
ships between game and catchment condition,_ and 
between catchment condition and erosion sediment 
and flooding have been discussed at length else
where{ O. As long as the Waimakariri Basin remains 
important as a source of water there will continue 
to be limited opportunity for hunting. 



4.8 Accommodation - There are many more 
recreational opportunities available in the Basin than 
there will be people to enjoy them. At the same 
time there are insufficient accommodation and 
facilities for these people. At present it appears that 
the demand for holiday homes exceeds the supply 
by an unknown amount. 

The Arthur's Pass township is virtually closed 
to further development. The Lands and Survey 
settlement developed at Bealey Spur is also full. 
Clearly as other land for private building is not 
available, provision of further building sites within 
the Basin is necessary. However, catering for this 
need is made difficult by the lack of information 
about the sort of accommodation people may need. 

Below: Repairing Barker Hut, 
headwaters White River. 
Photo: M. A. Kirby. 

The diversity of recreational opportunity suggests 
that there will be a need for more than one type of 
accommodation. The future demand will include a 
need for: 

1. Overnight accommodation of: 
(a) hotel type 
(b) motel type 
( c) ski lodge type 
(d) bunkhouse or alpine hut type 

2. More permanent accommodation such as: 
(a) cottages in isolation or clusters 
(b) ownership flats or condominiums 
Within certain environmental limits the pro-

portion of each type of accommodation should be 
decided by public preference. 

There is an urgent need for a group such as 
the Sociology Department of Canterbury Univer
sity to undertake a major investigation into the 
potential users' future needs and attitudes to recrea
tion in this Basin. The lack of this information is a 
major obstacle to the development of the Basin's 
recreational resources. 
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fig. 12 
TOPOGRAPHY AND DEVELOPMENT 



CHAPTER 5 AREAS SUITABLE FOR FUTURE BUILDING DEVELOPMENT 

The information in Chapter 4 suggests that a lack of accommodation will limit the future use of the 
recreational opportunities of the Basin. Two questions now need to be answered: 

1. What type of accommodation is needed? 

2. Where should this be sited? 

Although it is not possible in this study to determine what sort of accommodation people will need, 
this Chapter indicates where future development might take place. 

In general building development is limited by three groups of constraints: economic, physical and 
landscape. The economic constraints are primarily the concern of a developer and are not considered here. 

5.1 Physical constraints 
Although it is possible to build on almost any 

site, land steeper than 40% slope would not general
ly be considered. Fig. 24 (Appendix A) shows where 
the land with less than 40% slope can be found. In 
Fig. 12 minor isolated areas have been ignored and 
the areas of suitable land have been grouped into 

eight regions. Although it would be possible to 
build facilities in any of these regions constraints 
such as isolation and shelter make some areas more 
desirable than others. In Table 8 these regions 
are assessed for their relative suitability for develop
ment. 

TABLE 8 

Suitability of regions for future building 
+ = good 0 = fair -= poor 
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Lyndon + 0 

Broken River + + 

No Man's 

Pearson + + 

Grasmere + o 

Mt White o 

Esk 

Broad Stream + o 

On the criteria used in Table 8 the Broken 
River region would appear to be well suited for 
development. As a second choice there would 
appear to be little to separate the Lyndon, Pearson, 
Grasmere and Broad Stream regions. The No Man's, 
Esk and Mt White regions appear to be the least 
desirable. 
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However, the authors emphasise that the 
validity of this ranking is highly dependent on the 
validity of their criteria. These criteria have been 
used in the belief that the public would consider 
them to be the most important factors determining 
their preferences. Without a survey of public 
attitudes to establish exactly what it is that people 
want, this ranking remains an assessment of the two 
authors. 



TABLE 9 - Evaluation of Landscape Identity Areas and Assessment of their Ability to Absorb Building Development 

Region Identity Area Landscape laIt<kape Landscape Suitability for Constraints 
Character Significance Evaluation * building develop-

ment** 

Starvation Gully Colour contrasts. Enclosure, Visual and botimical Outstanding Not applicable Topography 
rhythm, surprise and scale 
relationships. 

LAKE 
Lake Lyndon LYNDON Initial surprise. Identity Recreation - mainly Good Acceptable Water and topography. 

definition and contrasts. water and snow based. Future minor developments off 
Scenic area. Lyndon Roaq. - discourage 

developments along S.H. 73 

Cloudy Hill Fan sculpturing, colour and Visual, botanical and Outstanding Undesirable Topography. Developments 
form contrasts. Rhythm educational would be unsuitable and 

appear forced in this landscape. 

Porter River Expansiveness, boldness, emptiness 
and quietness. Movement. 

Visual and educational 

Terracing and tussock grassland. 

Outstanding Unacceptable Landscape character. Any form of 
development is unacceptable. 

Castle Hill Surprise, perspective, openness, Visual, cultural, Outstanding Unacceptable Landscape character. Develop-
accent. Landscape setting, lime- scientific, educational ment in the form of golf course 
stone outcrops, contrasts in land or the like acceptable if respect 
use, colouJ; and texture. Total for character retained completely. 
landscape 

BROKEN Enys Homestead Surprise and definition. Land- Visual, cultural, Outstanding Desirable Respect for landscape identity. 

RIVER 
scape identity. Scale and historic Concentrated development in 
spatial relationships. Setting upper Enys area. 
and external views. 

Cave Stream Contrasts and climax. Terracing Visual, scientific, Good Undesirable Topography, aspect and 
and views educational exposure 

Bridge Hill Transitional area. Views and Scenic Fair Undesirable Visual landscape setting and 
colour contrasts character is not receptive 

to developments. No visual 
identity. 



Table 9 cont.: 

PEARSON 

GRAS MERE 

BROAD 
STREAM 

I Craigieburn Cutting 

I Lake Pearson 

I Grasmere 

I Cass 

Hawdon River 

Broad Stream Fan 

Upper Waimakariri 

Mingha River 

Arthur's Pass 

Enclosure, rhythm, surprise. 
Play of light and shadows. 

Surprise, openness, depth of 
vision, scale and reflections. 

Sudden openness and expansive-
ness. Accents and spacial relation-
ships. Views and contrasts. 

Habitation. Contrasts. Transition 
area 

Surprise and contrasts 
Scale relationships 

Landform and contrasts. 
Landscape setting and surrounds. 
Views. 

Contrasts and enclosure. Views. 
National Park 

Surprise. Light and shadow. 
Enclosure. Views and vistas. 
Water features. 

Enclosure and setting. Scale 
relationships 

Visual and botanical 

Visual and cultural 

Visual and cultural 

Cultural and scenic 

Visual 

VisuM and cultural 

Visual and historic 

Visual 

Visual and cultural. 
Destination. 

Good Not applicable 

Outstanding Desirable 

Outstanding Unacceptable 

Fair Undesirable 

Outstanding Undesirable 

Significant Acceptable 

Outstanding Unacceptable 

Outstanding Unacceptable 

Good Unacceptable 

Topography 

Topography, water and 
aspect. Compact developments 
on Flock Hill flats between Lake 
Pearson and Winding Creek. 

Any development would be at 
expense of landscape character. 
Scale undesirable. 

Limited visual character. Poor 
orientation in terms of identity 
and out views. Little development 
potential. 

Topography and 
Waimakariri River 

Developments restricted by aspect and 
topography to the upper region of the fan. 

Topography and Waimakariri 
River 

Topography and proximity to 
Arthur's Pass 

Topography and existing 
developments 

* Landscape evaluation - This is a relative evaluation in which each area is compared with the others on a scale outstanding, good, fair. 
** Suitability for building development is. based on an assessment of whether a best design solution fol' each landscape would enhance, 

compliment or detract from the landscape. The sc;,Ie ranges from desirable, acceptable, undesirable to unacceptable. 





5.2 Landscape constraints 
The landscape itself constrains the size, form 

and extent of future development. In Chapter 3 
the landscapes adjacent to State Highway 73 were 
defined and described. Based on this description, 
Table 9 evaluates each identity area as to its 
suitability for development. This is a relative evalua
tion with each area being assessed against the 
others. It is based primarily on the visual values of 
each area. From this an estimate has been made of 
the extent to which a "best design" solution for 
development would complement or detract from 
the character of each landscape. 

Enys and Pearson have been rated as areas of 
outstanding beauty where development would be 
desirable. That is, a best design solution would 
compliment the beauty of these areas. While Castle 

Hill and Grasmere have also been rated outstanding 
they have been classified as unacceptable for develop
ment. That is, even a best design solution would 
detract from their beauty. Lake Lyndon and Broad 
Stream have been rated as areas of good beauty 
where development would be acceptable. 

From the assessment in Table 8 the Broken 
River region appears to be the region most suited 
for development of accommodation. From the 
assessments in Table 9, Enys Homestead appears 
to be the most suitable area within this region. 

Part II of this study will consider in greater 
detail the extent and character of possible future 
developments. 

Opposite: The former Enys homestead site is situated in the exotic trees, left foreground, and the 
Castle Hill Hotel site on the road centre foreground. 
Below: The Castle Hill Hotel which was destroyed by fire in 1904. (Photo: Canterbury MuseumJ. 



~tRT II 

RecI-eational Development 

in the 

Broken River Region 
The Broken River Region, northward from Dry Stream. 
Photo: V. C. Browne. 



CHAPTER 6 THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE BROKEN RIVER REGION 

6.1 Geology and Physiography 

The Broken River (or Trillesick) basin is one of 
the classic areas of Canterbury geology. The fust 
fossils were collected here by J. D. Enys in 1866. Fig. 
13 shows the location of some of the ,more important 
fossil areas. These are known as type localities. This 
means that specific fossils from these areas are used 
as the standard to which fossils of the same type 
from anywhere in New Zealand are compared for 
classification and description. Geologists consider 
that the basin is a geological showplace because of 
its easy access from Christchurch and the presence of 
good and easily accessible sections. 

Fig. 14 also shows that the basin is bounded by 
fauIt lines. Although sections of these faults have 
been active within the last 10,000 years, they do 
not by themselves constitute a hazard to the 
recreational development of the area. There is always 
the possibility that movement will again take place 
along these and the major alpine fault. For this 
reason the area is zoned as a Class A earthquake risk. 

There is a very remote possibility that major 
earthquakes could cause massive landslides. It is 
believed that if this area was liable to such damage 
some evidence of former mass movement would 
exist. 

Many areas on the Craigieburn and Torlesse 
Ranges are unstable and actively eroding but earth
quakes are only one factor in this damage. 
Although earthquakes will occur it is difficult to 
argue that massive mountain instability poses a real 
threat to the safety of any community in the 
Broken River region. 

Fig. 13 shows that most of the lower land is 
composed of formations derived from greywacke 
and argillite. Although these formations have very 
different histories of growth, there are very few 
differences between them which could be consider
ed significant from the point of view of this study. 

With the exception of some areas in the 
Porter formation and the Broken River coal forma
tion, all are relatively impermeable to water. Within 
the glacial and post-glacial fluvial deposits, zones of 
quite impermeable material may force ground water 
to the surface, creating areas with poor surface 
drainage. 

In general these formations are unlikely to 
contain recoverable quantities of ground water. In 
terms of roading and site development for building 
there are no Significant differences between forma
tions. All are much more easily developed than the 
surrounding greywackes and argillites. 

Limestone outcrops are one of the visually 
outstanding geological features of the region. At 
present the limestone is being eroded at a fairly 
rapid rate by natural climatic conditions. Measur
able amounts of limestones can be removed from 
the tors in a matter of a vew weeks. 
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6.2 Soils 
Fig. 15 shows the pattern of soil sets within 

the region. Most of these soils are high country 
yellow brown earths or related soils on 
steepland (12,13). For present purposes they are 
grouped: 

Group 1 - Cass, Castle, Craigieburn 
Group 2 - Cass Hm, Tekoa Hm 
Group 3 - Tekoa steepIand, Kaikoura steepIand 
Group 4 - Alpine 

Group 1 - These soils occupy flat to gently rolling 
sites and are 300 mm - 600 mm deep, over gravels. 
They are friable, porous, low in cl(;ly and, except 
for abnormal sites, sandy in texture. Although they 
are free draining, wet spots in areas of restriCted 
drainage may cause mass soil'movement. Thisrilay 
create problems in road and car park construction. 

Group 2 - These friable and porous hill soils gener
ally have a sandy or silty texture and may be up to 
500 mm deep. Their clay content is low, as is their 
structural strength and resistance to physical pressure. 

Group 3 - These friable sandy textured steepland 
soils are shallower than soils in either groups 1 or 
2. Their low clay content means that they have 
very low structural strength and erode easily. 

Group 4 - The alpine soils are very thin, coarse 
soils in which geological erosion is active. 

Except for the Castle soils and soils of the 
alpine series all soils are high country yellow brown 
earths. Under the British Standard Code of Practice 
Classification of Soils for Roads and Airfields (12) 
the yellow brown earths are categorised MM, with 
the general properties: 

Fair to poor strength when compacted and 
saturated; 

Low to medium potential for swelling and 
shrinking; 

Fair workability for construction; 
Semi-pervious when compact; 
Medium to very high potential response to 

frost action. 
Information about a soil's chemistry and 

microbiology is important in the disposal of sewer
age and garbage. Some information is available for 
Craigiebum and related soils but little relevant 
data are available for other soil types. 

Table 10 shows the capacity of three samples 
of Craigiebum soil to retain phosphate. 



Above: The Broken River basin, one of the classic areas of 
Canterbury geology. 
Photo: E. R. Mangin. 
Below: A geology party from Canterbury University visits the area. 
Photo: A. Sutherland. 
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TABLE 10 

% Phosphate retention* in three samples of Craigieburn soil 
(Source A.F.R. Adams pers comm.) 

Sample 

No.1 

% Retention Grams phosphate 
per 100 gm soil 

No.2 

No.3 

Horizon A 
Horizon B 
Horizon C 

Horizon A 
Horizon B 
Horizon C 

Horizon A 
Horizon B 
Horizon C 

57 0.285 
75 0.375 
95 0.475 

64 0.320 
90 0.450 
95 0.475 

70 0.370 
90 0.450 
91 0.455 

* Based nn. the standard Soil Bureau phosphate retention test. (14 ) 

Tire numbers types and functions of bacteria in 
Craigie burn and related soils have been discussed by 
several workers (15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23). 

6.3 Hydrology 
Fig. 16 shows the major sub-catchments within 

the Broken River region. The New Zealand Forest 
Service use the 95 hectare Camp Stream basin as an 
experimental catchment within the International 
Hydrological Decade Programme. This basin is not 
shown in Fig. 16 but is north and adjacent to the 
region. The purpose of this basin is to provide 
insight into the possible influences which forest and 
grassland management may have on water produc
tion. 

In late August 1970, 300 mm of rainfall was 
recorded in four days at the Nursery Hill meteoro
logical station in the Craigieburn forest. This storm 
produced apeak discharge in Camp Stream of an 
estimated 170 litres per second (24) . This was the 
highest recorded flow for 10 years and a flood of 
this size might be expected to occur perhaps once 
in 25 years. 

Although discharges were not recorded for 
other streams all were in flood and carried high 
quantities of sediment. Scouring of-bridge approaches 
at the-Porter, Thomas and Broken Rivers closed 
State Highway 73 for two days. 

During the summer of 1.970 rainfalls of less 
than 50 to 75 mm per month at the Craigieburn 
Forest Meteorological Station resulted in very low 
flows in the Broken River. Table 11 shows approx
imate average monthly flows in six catchments. 
These are the lowest flows for 10 and possibly up 
to 20 years. 

The period August 1970 to May 1971 has 
provided very useful information about conditions 
which could be expected once in, say, every 10 to 
25 years. 

A wash-out of the bridge approach, Porter River bridge. 
Spring 1970. 



TABLE 11 

Low flows (litres per second) in the Broken River catchment, summer 1970/71 
(Source L. K. Rowe, pers comm.) 

Catchment Area Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. April May 
(sq. km) 

Thomas 9.09 144 110 65 32 53 74 50 

Whitewater 22.20 786 NG 602 370 333 363 299 

Porter 43.25 1445 NG 1185 862 794 840 736 

Hogsback 13.62 NG NG 280 203 172 267 199 

Broken River 45.43 1688 1142 922 587 396 633 447 

Camp Stream 0.88 28 19 19 7 6 11 10 

Notes: NG - not gauged 
All streams gauged where they cross SH73 except the Hogsback which was gauged at the bridge on the ski club 
road and Camp Stream which was gauged at the flume. . 

6.4 Vegetation 
Fig. 17 shows the distribution of the major 

vegetation formations within the region and Table 12 
shows the relative proportions. The vegetation of the 
region has been described by several workers (25,26, 
2T, 28,29,30). 

TABLE 12 

Vegetative cover of the Broken River catchment 
(Source: Dunbar et aI, (25) ) 

Grasslands 72% 

Beech Forest 12% 
Alpine rock and scree 13% 
Riverbeds 3% 

100% 

short tussock 61% 
tall tussock 35% 
scrub 4% 

100% 

Part of the region is botanically important for 
two reasons. First, it is the type locality for several 
native plant species. This means that these species 
were first described in this area, and that other plants 
with the same name from anywhere in New Zealand 
must be referable to a specific plant specimen from 
this area. Table 13 lists these species. Second, the 
area is home for a number of rare plants, mainly 
among the limestones and related rocks. Table 14 
lists the four plants which are found in this vicinity 
and nowhere else in the world and three other rare 
plants. (32,33) 

Of these rare plants, the Castle Hill buttercup is 
the best known. Some years ago it appeared that the 
buttercup would become extinct. In 1948 Mr. L. W. 
McCaskill was responsible for having a 6 hectare res
erve fenced from stock to preserve the surviving 32 
specimens. With protection from grazing and 
trampling the number of plants has increased to over 
200. To visit the area written permission must be 
obtained from the Commissioner of Crown Lands, 
Christchurch. 

However, it is not only rare plants which 
make the limestone areas interesting for botanists. 
The assemblage of plants on dry cliffs and screes at 
2,500 ft including species more common in alpine 
habitats and wetter climates is in itself a botanically 
remarkable situation. Table 15 indicates the range 
of plants which can be found and shows their more 
usual habitat. 

The needle-grass Paa mat grassland 
restricted to detrital limestones in the Castle 
Hill Basin has been' described by Connor and 
Macrae (30). 
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TABLE 13 

Plant species and sub-species for which the Broken River is the type area 

(Source: Burrows. (32») 

Botanical Name 
Ranunculus crithmifolius 

sub-species: paucifolius 
R. enysii 
R. depressus 
Caltha obtusa 
Cheesemania enysii 
Chenopodium detestans 
Hymenanthera alpina 
Gunnera dentata 
Epilobium pedunculare 

var minutiflorum 
E. gracilipes 
Carmichaelia robusta 
C. enysii 
Korthalsella lindsayi var. clavata 
Gingidium enysii 
Anisotome aromatica var. incisa 
Wahlenbergia brockiei 
Myosotis colensoi 
M. traversii var. cinerascens 
Euphrasia laingii 
Hebe glaucophylla 
Agropyron enysii 
Agrostis tenella 
Py"hanthera exigua 
Carex enysii 
C. inopinata 
C. petriei 

TABLE 14 

Descriptive 
Castle Hill buttercup 

Enys' buttercup 

New Zealand marsh marigold 

Whare-karara 

Pedunculate willow-herb 

Slender willow-herb 
Robust New Zealand broom 
Enys' New Zealand broom 
Pygmy mistletoe 
Enys' angelica 
Aniseed 
Brockie's hare-bell 
Castle Hill forget-me-not 

Laing's eye-bright 

Enys' wheat grass 

Rare plants found on the limestone and related rocks in the Castle Hill basin 

(Source: Burrows. (32») 

* 
* 
* 
* 
** 
** 
** 

Ranunculus crithmifolius, sub-species paucifolius, Castle Hill buttercup 
Wahlenbergia brockiei, Brockie's harebell 
Myosotis colensoi, Castle Hill forget-me-not 
Myosotis traversii, var. cinerascens 
Gingidium enysii, Enys' angelica 
Hebe cupressoides, Cypress whipcord hebe 
Picris heracioides 

• 
** 

Found only at Castle Hill 
Found elsewhere in New Zealand, have a very restricted distribution 
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Ranunculus paucifolius reserve, below the limestone rocks, Castle 
Hill Station. 

TABLE 15 

Some of the plants which can be found in limestone areas adjacent to the Castle Hill homestead 
(Source: Burrows. (32)) 

Botanical Name 
Cotula pectinata 

Exocarpus bidwillii 

Gingidium decipiens 
G. montanum 
Korthalsella lindsayi 

var. clavata 
Lepidium sisymbrioides 
Myrsine divaricata 
Notothlaspi rosulatum 
Olearia avicenniaefolia 

Oreomy"his rigida 
Pimelea prostrata 
Podocarpus nivalis 
Ranunculus insignis 
Senecio haastii 

Descriptive 
Small cotula 

Deceptive angelica 
Large angelica 
Pygmy mistletoe 

Weeping mapou 
Penwiper 
Mangrove-leaved 

olearia 
Stiff mountain myrrh 
N.Z. daphne 
Snow totara 
Hairy alpine buttercup 
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More usual habitats 
Windswept alpine ridge 
crests 
Subalpine rock outcrops 

(root parasite) 
Stable riverbed, scree 
Gorges, moist rock faces 
On shrubs (tiny stem parasite) 

Tussock grassland 
Wet forest near Main Divide 
Subalpine scree 
Montane scrub, often on 

rock faces 
Grassland 
Riverbed 
Subalpine scrub 
Alpine grassland 
Rock outcrops 
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6.5 Climate 
In 1960 the New Zealand Forest Service began 

a detailed study of the climate of the Craigieburn 
Range.( 34) Their investigations show that although 
the area is drier than most of the Waimakariri Basin 
light rain can be expected on one of every two or ' 
three days. The weather is frequently windy and cool 
but visibility is usually good. ' 

Rainfall- At 900 metres (Nursery Hill) the 
annual precipitation varies from 1100 mm to 1800 
mm (average 1450 mm per year). At 1500 metres 
the annual precipitation is about 1780 mrn: of this 
30% could fall as snow. 

February is likely to be the driest month 
(average 90 mm at Nursery Hill) and November is 
likely to be the wettest (170 mm at Nursery Hill). 

On average there are about 140 rain days a 
year (at Nursery Hill) and storms from the northwest 
are more intense than those from the south or west. 
At Nursery Hill storms will last for about one day 
but higher in the Craigie burn Range they last for two 
days. 

In the 10 years 1960-70 the longest run of rain 
days was 12, and 18 days was the longest run of dry 
weather. 

Wind - Table 16 summarises the available wind 
information from Nursery Hill for the period 1964-
70. 

TABLE 16 
Wind direction for each 10 days 
(Source: N.Z. Forest Service (34) ) 

NE SE SW NW Calm 

Spring 3 0 1 5 1 

Summer 4 0 1 4 1 

Autumn 2 1 1 2 4 

Winter 1 1 1 2 5 

Temperature - Table 17 shows the average 
monthly relative humidities, and mean, maximum 
and minimum temperatures for Nursery Hill. Using 
these figures the seasons for this area can be defined 
as: 

Spring 

Summer 

Autumn 

Winter 

October - November 

December - January - February 

March - April 

May - June - July - August -
September 

TABLE 17 

Average monthly temperatures (OC) and relative humidi~ (%) at Nursery Hill 1964-70 
(Source: N.Z. Forest Service ( 4») 

Jan. Feb. Mar. April May 

Mean 13.0 13.0 11.2 7.2 3.4 

Maximum 18.6 19.9 11.2 13.8 8.8 

Minimum 7.1 7.1 6.4 3.1 0.0 

Relative 
Humidity 70 72 79 79 84 

Growing season - on the basis that significant 
growth requires soil temperatures of about 12°C and 
a monthly rainfall of about 75 mm the growing 
seasons below about 1000 metres will be: spring, mid 
October to December with a peak in November 
(sometimes growth may continue through until early 
January); autumn, March to mid April with a peak 
in late March (sometimes autumn growth may begin 
in February and continue until early May). Normally 
80% of pasture growth is produced in six weeks from 
November to early December. 

June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

0.5 1.0 2.1 5.1 7.6 9.8 12.6 

6.9 6.1 8.4 9.7 13.0 14.8 18.0 

- 3.1 - 2.0 2.2 0.5 1.3 3.5 6.1 
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83 86 82 75 70 67 70 

At higher altitudes the growing season is usually 
split by frosts. For example the first flush of growth 
in introduced conifers is usually cut back by frosts 
in November or early December. The new growth 
from dormant buds seldom has time to mature 
before the autumn frosts. Table 19 shows that the 
number of consecutive frost free days decreases 
with increasing altitude. 



TABLE 18 

Average seasonal temperatures (OC) and relative humidity (%) at Nursery Hill 
1964-70 

(Source: N.Z. Forest S.ervice (34») 

Mean Maximum Minimum 

Spring (S.O.N.) 6.8 12.4 1.8 

Summer (D.J.F.) 12.9 18.9 6.8 

Autumn (M.A.M.) 7.2 11.9 3.4 

Winter (J.J.A.) 0.9 7.0 - 2.5 

TABLE 19 

Relative 
humidity 

76 

71 

81 

84 

Frost free period (consecutive days) for four stations in the Craigiebum Range 
(Source: N.Z. Forest Service(34») 

Station Altitude Average no. consec. Range 
metres frost free days 

Nursery Hill 910 115 82-138 

Camp Stream 1400 60 52-69 

White Star 1370 44 25-56 

Ski Basin 1520 37 25-56 

Frosts - Table 20 shows the average number of 
screen frosts increases with altitude. 

TABLE 20 

Average number of screen frosts 1968-70 at three locations 
(Source: N.Z. Forest Service (34») 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

Nursery 1 8 11 25 26 21 16 9 4 
Hill910m 

White Star 2 2 9 12 22 24 22 17 15 9 2 
1370m 

Ski Basin 4 3 1 12 16 
I520m 

25 28 27 22 21 13 3 

Totals: Nursery Hill, 123; White Star, 139; Ski basin, 175 
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Above: On the Craigieburn Range storms may last for two days or 
longer. 
Photo: J. H. Stone. 
Below: The Broken River catchment clothed in snow. Thomas 
River, Broken River and Cave Stream. 
Photo: V. C. Browne. 



TABLE 21 

Average visibility at Nursery Hill (days per month) 1964-70 
(Source: N.Z. Forest Service(34)) 

Poor 
(less than 900 metres) 

3 January 
February 2 
March 4 
April 4 
May 1 

2 June 
July 2 
August 3 
September 2 
October 2 
November 4 
December 2 

Visibility - Table 21 shows the number of days 
per month in which visibility is good, average, or 
poor. 

Inversions - Usually the temperature of the air 
becomes lower with increasing height. However, an 
inversion occurs when a warm air mass lies over a 
cold air mass, preventing the normal upward move
ment of warm air from the ground surface. A smog 
develops when smoke, and other products of com
bustion are thus trapped. 

Average Good 
(better than 13 kilometres) 

10 18 
10 16 
11 16 
6 20 

10 20 
8 20 

10 19 
13 15 
12 16 
9 20 

11 15 
10 19 

Although inversions have not been recorded at 
the Craigieburn Forest Meteorological Station they 
occur there and at other locations in the region. 
Studies have been made of their frequen~ at Cass, .14 
km to the north. Preliminary studies (3 ) show 
that cold air drainage into the valleys create inver
sions on about 40% of all n.ights during the year. The 
indications are that these inversions are likely to be 
less frequent in the summer and most common in 
the late autumn, winter and spring, when they may 
occur on up to 25 nights a month. 

Venturer scouts enjoy an early 
morning climb above the clouds, 
high in the Craigieburn Range. 
Photo: B. Gough. 
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Experimental planting of exotic conifers for scree 
stabilisation. Craigieburn Forest Park, 135Om. 
Photo: G. A. Dunbar. 



CHAPTER 7 PRESENT USE 

7.1 Land Ownership . 
Fig. 18 shows that almost all the land in the 

Broken River region is owned by the Crown and 
leased to Castle Hill Station. This property com
prises 11,450 hectares, of which 11,1 00 h~ctares 
are held on a Pastoral lease. The lease carnes a 
permanent right of renewal and is for a term of 33 
years from lst July 1952. State Forest 22 (Craigie
burn Forest Park) and freehold lands occupy small 
parts of the region. 

7.2 Farming 
Castle Hill Station carries 6,800 sheep and 172 

cattle on the blocks shown in Fig. 19. Fig. 20 
indicates the use that is made of these blocks and 
shows that the flats adjacent to the homestead are 
used for wintering young stock. 

As with all high country properties the supply 
of winter feed is a major limitation to increased 
productivity. Future increases in production will 
only be possible if arable and potentially arable 
lands are used more intensively. 

Fig. 19 shows that the property is divided by 
State Highway 73. In recent years the increased 
volume of traffic on this highway has made the 
movement of stock across it difficult. At some future 
time it may become necessary to shift the centre o~ 
the farming operation to the eastern side of the 
highway. 

7.3 Craigiebum Forest Park 
Fig. 18 shows the southern part of the Craigie

burn Forest Park. The Park as a whole is administered 
by the Conservator of Forests (Christchurch) with 
local control by the Ranger in Charge of the Forest 
and Range Experiment Station at Cave Stream. 

The objects of management are (7) : 

(a) To develop and maintain the protective 
values of the vegetation allowing detailed 
experimental work by the Protection Branch 
of the Forest Research Institute. 

(b) Where recreation is not incompatible with 
protection to further the development of 
facilities through ski clubs and other inter
ested groups so that winter sports can be 
enjoyed to the full potential of the area. 

PHOTOS OPPOSITE: 

Four ski clubs* , plus Lincoln College and St 
Andrew's College, maintain huts or roads and ski tow 
equipment under permits issued by the Conservator 
of Forests. These permits are granted on a year to 
year basis and may be terminated by on~ month's 
notice from the Conservator. Huts remam the pro
perty of the Crown and their control may be with
drawn from the clubs at the discretion of the Con
servator. Any work other than nomin~ mainten:mce 
on roads and buildings requires the pnor aut~on!y 
of the Conservator. Roads in the Park are mamtamed 
by the clubs with some fmancial assistance from the 
New Zealand Forest Service. 

Since 1960 the Protection Forestry Branch of 
the New Zealand Forest Research Institute have 
used part of the Park and some adj~cent ~reas for 
research in plant ecology, revegetatIon, climatology, 
hydrology, geology and pedology. Their main re~earch 
area is found between the Craigieburn Valley SkI 
Club road (in the Craigiebum stream catchment) and 
the North Canterbury Ski Club road (in the Broken 
River catchment). Research in insect ecology and 
revegetation is also carried out in this area by the 
Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lands Institute. 
Although the public are allowed access to this area, 
the Forest Service will not permit recreational 
facilities such as huts or ski tows to be built there. 

In general the research programmes are trying 
to develop methods of stabilising or revegetating 
eroded mountain lands. Because the lessons learnt 
here will have an application to an extensive area of 
New Zealand mountain lands, this area has consider
able national importance. 
* Craigieburn Valley Ski Club, North Canterbu!y Ski Club, 

Craigieburn Ski Touring Club, Canterbury Wmter Sports 
Club 

7.4 Agronomic Research 
Agronomic and other studies are carried out in 

the region by the Department of Agriculture, Grass
lands Division of the Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research and the New Zealand Forest 
Service. Although work is done on several sites a 
majority is carried out on the Broken River experi
mental area. Studies of production from improved 
and unimproved grasslands, are applicable to large 
areas of hill and high country in the South Island. 

Above: During the winter 1965 snow lay at Castle Hill Station for five weeks. 
It was graded aside and hay and sheep nuts were fed out. 
Photo: R. D; Dick. 
Below: Mustering on steep country. 
Photo: North Canterbury Catchment Board. 
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CHAPTER 8 DEVELOPMENT IN THE BROKEN RIVER REGION 

Finance and economic constraints are perhaps the most common factors limiting the size of an urban area. 
However, in this region several features of the environment itself are equally or perhaps more important. It must 
be remembered that an increasing number of people are visiting the Waimakariri Basin, including the Broken 
River region, for enjoyment. Any facilities which are developed for these people must be planned so that they do 
not destroy or damage the features of the area which people come to enjoy. 

In providing accommodation two important considerations are water supply and sewage disposal. 

8.1 Water supply 
In this region ground water resources are not 

expected to be adequate for domestic supplies and in 
general surface water resources will have to be relied 
on. Table 22 shows the amount of water which 
might be needed by households of five people, con
suming water at 900 Htres per person per day or 
1800 Htres per person per day. A comparison of 
Table 11 and Table 22 suggests that there are 
adequate surface water resources to satisfy forsee
able demand for domestic supply. 

However, water quality and water storage 
may be important concerns. It is conceivable that 
domestic water supplies could become contaminated 

TABLE 22 

if large numbers of people use toilet and washing 
facilities on skifields which also serve as catchment 
areas for domestic water. 

Contamination by sediment is perhaps a more 
immediate concern. After heavy rain, or during the 
spring thaw, all rivers can carry high concentrations 
of sediment. On these occasions their water is unsuit
able for domestic use. Although streams may remain 
contaminated for one or two weeks, periods of only 
a few days are more usual. 

Off-stream storage of water will be needed to 
allow not only for the variability in demand, but also 
to supply clean water during floods. 

Possible water requirements for different sized communities at different rates of consumption 

Number of households 

50 
100 
250 
500 

1000 

High quality surface waters are at 
present suitable for drinking. 
Photo: J. Stevens. 

Daily consumption 
(litres) 

900 
900 
900 
900 
900 

1800 
1800 
1800 
1800 
1800 

Daily flow equivalent 
(litres per second) 

~ 
1 
2~ 
5 

10 

1 
2 
5 

10 
20 



Broken River, the main salmon spawning ground for the Waimakariri 
River. Looking upstream towards the Craigieburn Range. 
Photo: V. C. Browne. 

8.2 Sewage Disposal 
Sewage and sullage contain organic matter, 

bacteria, nitrogen, phosphates and trace elements. 
The amounts of these pollutants which can be dis
posed of by discharge into a waterway depends on 
the nature of the waterway and the downstream uses 
of the water. 

The Broken River region drains into the Broken 
River which is the main salmon spawning ground for 
the Waimakariri River. It is argued that salmon 
fishing is an important source of recreation for many 
people and because of this it becomes an important 
constraining factor in the development of the Broken 
River region. 

For salmon eggs to hatch and for the fry to 
survive and grow, organic matter, nitrogen and phos
phares must be present at less than critical levels. 
The quantity of nutrients required to reach these 
critical levels depends on the supply of pollutants 
and the amount of water available for dilution. Table 
11 showed low flows in the Broken River of down to 
396litres per second (14 cusecs). It was noted that 
these flows were the lowest for 10 and possibly 20 
years. They therefore provide a useful design basis 
for ensuring the compatibility of urban development 
with a salmon fishing resource. In Appendix E this 
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low flow volume is used to calculate the total permis
sible quantity of nutrients and organic matter which 
could be discharged into the Broken River. Appendix 
E then goes on to assess maximum tolerable levels of 
nutrients and maximum tolerable populations in the 
region consistent with downstream use of the river 
for salmon spawning. On the available information it 
is shown that phosphate is likely to be the most 
important pollutant. If sewage treatment does not 
reduce phosphorus output in effluent below 1 gram 
per person per day then the region's population 
should not exceed 1700 people approximately. 
With secondary treatment of average efficiency the 
maximum tolerable population could be about 3,500 
people. Larger populations would only be tolerable if 
sewage treatment included a form of nutrient 
stripping. Consideration should be given to removal 
of phosphates by irrigating sewage effluen t onto the 
phosphate-deficient Craigieburn soils. 

The derivations of population size in Appendix 
E oversimplify complex and imperfectly understood 
systems and processes. In consequence they should 
be regarded as indicative, rather than absolute estim
ates of size. Their prime importance is to demonstrate 
that the development of this environment is con
strained by elements of the environment itself. 
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8.3 Sites and Site Suitability 
Fig. 21 shows the location and extent of four 

slope classes in the Broken River region. On the 
assumption that areas steeper than 40% slope would 
be unsuitable for accommodation and other facilities, 
one third of the region could be built on. Clearly the 
building potential far exceeds the foreseeable 
demand. However, some sites are better than others. 

In the first instance sites have been excluded 
which do not have significant areas of near-level 
land suitable for disposing sewage effluent by irriga
tion. Fig. 22 shows that the remaining sites are found 
in eight areas. The boundaries shown in Fig. 22 
indicate the location of each area but they do not 
define them. Table 23 represents an attempt to 
assess the relative suitability of each in a search for a 
"best" site. It indicates that the most suitable sites 
for development might be: 

1. Upper Enys and Homestead 
2. Plenty 
3. Leith Hill, Lower Enys and Tims/Hogsback 

However, it must be emphasised that the 
authors have subjectively chosen their criteria with
out the advantage of knowing what people want, or 

what developers consider to be important. The valid
ity of the procedure of site selection is therefore 
heavily dependent on the validity of the criteria 
used. 

In Chapter 3 the homestead site was described 
as an area of outstanding beauty from which any 
building development would be a detraction. On the 
other hand the Enys area was also designated as out
standing but one which could readily absorb building 
development. The combination of landscape and 
physical constraints would suggest that Upper Enys 
is the site best suited for future development. A 
further point is that had the landscape of the home
stead site not been a major constraint to develop
ment the frequency of inversions probably would 
have been. In Chapter 6 it was noted that the Cass 
records indicate that temperature inversions are 
common, particularly in winter. In the absence of 
comparable information for the Broken River region 
building should avoid areas where cold air drainage 
is likely to be poor. (Those familiar with Christ
church will testify that during an inversion living 
conditions are more pleasant on the hill than on the 
flat.) This caution would have applied to most of 
the homestead site. 

TABLE 23 

Site Suitability 

Climate Landscape Ease of Freedom from 
Sites Shelter Aspect Setting development competition for 

Access Earth- winter feed 
moving 

Plenty o . + + 0 

Homestead 0 0 + + + 

Porter 0 0 0 + 

Whitewater 0 0 0 + 

Leith Hill 0 + + + 

Upper Enys + 0 + + + 0 

Lower Enys 0 0 0 + + 0 

Tims/Hogsback 0 0 0 + 0 

The ranking is based on: poor 
0 = fair 
+ = good 
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IDENTITY AREAS 

The Upper Enys site: 

Key: 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

Photo: E. R. Mangin. 

Within this site three zones are proposed, based 
on a degree-of-development concept. These are 
shown in Fig. 23. 
ZONE I comprises the area between the Thomas 
River and State Highway 73. It is envisaged thatihis 
be developed as the high density area of hotel and 
motel complexes, parking, services etc. The design 
should be compact and bold to stand as a feature in 
the landscape. The existing exotic plantings should 
be used to advantage and all further plantings 
handled with restraint. 

ZONE II could consist of single unit, duplex, and 
cabin type developments in and about the lower 
slopes of State Forest 22. These developments 
should occur in clusters with respect for the topo
graphy and vegetation of the area. Automobile 

Cloudy Hill 
Porter River 
Castle Hill 
Enys homestead 
Cave Stream 
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access could well be excluded completely from this 
zone. Provision for roading and parking invariably 
leaves unnecessary scars on this type of landscape. 
Parking facilities could be provided in Zone I to 
service this area. 

ZONE III could be developed as a wilderness area 
with low density development scattered throughout 
it. Access would be by bush tracks and the landscape 
should at all times retain as much of its natural 
character as possible. 

The lower Enys area is best suited for integrated 
pastoral and limited recreational developments. It 
could act as a transitional zone between the develop
ment area and the Castle Hill homestead area. 
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L.H. c. M.1. M.e. 

Enys: the area best suited for development. 
Key: L.H. - Leith Hill C. - Cloud~ley 

M.I. - Mt Izard M.C. - Mt Cheeseman 
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Mt Cloudesley, 2106m, Craigieburn Range. 
Photo: E. R. Mangin. 



CHAPTER 9 IMPLICATIONS OF RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

9.1 THE WAIMAKARIRI BASIN 

9.1.1 The existing farming industry 
An increasing number of people moving 

through the Basin could bring both advantages and 
disadvantages for the farming industry. A greater 
number of semi-permanent residents might increase 
the number and variety of services offered. For 
example mail deliveries, telephone and television 
reception, medical services and schools may be up
graded. On the other hand it is conceivable that more 
people could bring an increased risk of accidental 
fire and a greater number of trespass-related prob
lems. 

Perhaps the best way to minimise these dis
advantages would be to adopt a positive approach 
and provide adequate facilities for visitors to the 
area. It has been noted that outside the National 
Park, facilities for the casual day visitor are limited 
to a few picnic sites provided by the National Roads 
Board and a shelter and public toilet provided by 
the Lands and Survey Department. At present the 
Malvern County Council provides nothing. 

9.1.2 Arthur's Pass National Park 
The implications of development at Enys on 

the National Park are not clear. It is possible that 
providing alternative recreation opportunity in the 
Broken River region may reduce the rate of increased 
use of the Park area. Conversely, it. is possible that 
the development of Enys will attract an increased 
number of people into the Basin and that a signifi
cant number of these additional visitors will also 
visit the National Park. Professor Catton (36) has 
suggested that visitors tend to have several destina
tions. Therefore development at Enys would increase 
rather than alleviate visitor pressure in the National 
Park. On the assumption that this could happen, the 
Arthur's Pass National Park Board will have to 
decide how to cater for a demand that may conceiv
ably increase at the present rate for some time yet. 

9.1.3 User safety 
Table 7 showed the number of occasions that 

the National Park rangers had been involved in 
search and rescue operations. Making it easier for 
people to live in the Broken River region also means 
that an increased number of relatively inexperienced 
people will want to walk, tramp, ski and shoot over 
the Craigieburn and Torlesse Ranges. In particular, 
a greater number of large tramping and nature study 
parties can be expected. Experience at Arthur's Pass 
shows that these are the groups most likely to need 
help from the search and rescue organisations. Those 
who promote the use of the mountain resources 
must take all reasonable precautions to ensure the 
safety of the user. It is suggested that the County 
Council, with representatives from the users, develop
ers, search and rescue organisations and local medical 
services, should develop ways and means of ensuring 
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user safety. 

9.2 THE BROKEN RIVER REGION 

9.2.1 The present farming pattern 
There is no inherent difficulty in maintaining 

an economic and viable high country run with 
increased recreational use. Hughes, (37) Bennets, (38) 
and Stone( 39) each suggest that within limits pastoral 
production on Castle Hill Station can be cOI?patible 
with an increased recreational use. In fact WIthout 
recreation the future viability of the run may be 
uncertain. 

Despite current attempts to increase production 
of beef, the property may find that with steadily 
increasing costs and relatively lower returns from 
wool and store sheep, economic viability in the 
future will depend on more than pastoral produc
tion. Indeed Mr A. A. Urquhart's experiences at 
Erewhon (40) support the view that recreational use 
is one way of ensuring that a pastoral run can 
remain viable in the face of increased costs and 
lower prices for pastoral products. 

9.2.2 Land tenure 
This introductory examination of recreational 

opportunity has ignored present land tenure. Only 
one site (the homestead area) has significant areas 
of freehold land; the remainder are held under 
pastoral lease. The authors consider that legal titles 
which may have been historically appropriate for 
pastoral use should not dictate the future develop
ment of recreation. 

It is recognised that a developer would require 
freehold title (or its equivalent), over the areas where 
accommodation and some facilities are proposed. It 
is therefore suggested that the Lands and Survey 
Department Land ·Settlement Board could consent 
to a request for freehold title for land at the upper 
Enys, Porter, Leith Hill and Tims/Hogsback sites. In 
addition the Forest Service could consent to a 
request for freehold title or appropriate leasehold 
title over a portion of State Forest 22 in the Thomas 
River catchment. 

9.2.3 Vegetation 
Much of the land within the region is very 

susceptible to erosion and it is conceivable that 
increased use by people will aggravate an already 
serious situation. All proposals involving earthworks 
(such as skifield access roads) or intensive use by 
people (such as sledding slopes) could be subject 
to the consent of the North Canterbury Catchment 
Board. As far as practicable all disturbed sites should 
be rehabilitated. Methods of revegetating bare sites 
are available from the New Zealand Forest Service 
and the Tussock Grasslands and Mountain Lands 
Institute. 

Considerable concern has been expressed about 



Mt Rolleston, Arthur's Pass National Park. 
Photo: R. J. Goundrill. 



the future survival of Ranunculus paucifolius and 
other rare plants in the region. There is a widely held 
view that the development of the Broken River 
region for recreation should not be at the expense 
of these plants, and that all possible steps should be 
taken to ensure their survival. 

It is the authors' view that these plants will 
survive if they are managed positively. For 
Ranunculus paucifolius the existing botanical 
reserve could be extended and reorganised to include 
a central nucleus and a peripheral area. Access to the 
nucleus area could be prohibited while access to the 
peripheral area could require written permission 
from the Commissioner of Crown Lands. With posi
tive horticultural management the number of ~lants 
inside the existing reserve could be doubled. (4 ) To 
further ensure the plant's survival, specimens could 
be grown in an alpine garden to which the pllblic 
had access. This arrangement would allow curious 
visitors an opportunity to see the plants without 
having to enter a reserve. 

One of the greatest threats to the survival of an 
endangered species is attention of would-be well 
wishers. For some people the propagation of a rare 
plant in a home garden is a personal contribution 
to the plant's survival. It should be pointed out that 
while the plant can be grown in home gardens, it is 
frequently killed by a fungus disease. (42) 

The present existence of Ranunculus pauci
folius is due mainly to the efforts of Mr. L. W. 
McCaskill with assistance from the Department, 
of Lands and Survey and Castle Hill Station. While 
the arrangement has been eminently satisfactory in 
the past, future management needs to be based on 
more than voluntary assistance. The Department of 
Lands and Survey could therefore retain the services 
of a competent botanist to advise on the future 
management of the reserve. 

Attention has been drawn to the increased 
temperatures associated with urban development. (43) 
It is conceivable that some critical assemblages of 
plants may be adversely affected by such increases 
in temperatures. However, little guidance can be 
given in the absence of more positive information 
about either the plant communities, their tempera
ture requirements or likely temperature changes 
following urbanisation. 

9.2.4 Limestone tors 
New Zealand has comparatively few areas of 

rockscape and there is a widely held view that the 
limestone tors behind the Castle Hill homestead are 
a fine example. To preserve this asset the Depart
ment of Lands and Survey could purchase this 
area for future use as a scenic reserve. 

Mrs B. McCulloch of Christchurch has noted 
that these limestone formations contcrin remnants of 
former Polynesian occupation which could be of 
interest to archaeologists.c 44) Increased public use 
of the area, combined with a high rate of weathering 
of the limestone, will almost certainly reduce the 
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- Limestone tors. 

opportunity for archaeological study. Investigations 
to date have not shown that public access to the area 
of tors should be restricted. However, it is possible 
that areas of significant archaeological interest may 
exist and that these should be preserved. Those 
organisations interested in such study are urged to 
complete detailed surveys and investigations while 
there is yet time. If areas are found to which public 
access should be excluded, representations could be 
made to have parts of the proposed scenic reserve 
declared areas of restricted access. 

9.2.5 Craigieburn Forest Park 
Development in the Broken River region will 

certainly result in greater use of the Craigieburn 
Forest Park. Increased use of the limited roads and 
car parks may mean that the Forest Service, County 
and ski clubs will have to re-negotiate terms for 
road maintenance and improvement. It will also 
mean that facilities such as toilets and picnic areas 
will have to be provided for casual day visitors. 

The Craigieburn forest is an important area of 
mountain research for both the New Zealand Forest 
Service and a much wider community who use and 
need their research findings. There will be an 
increasing need for the Forest Service to inform the 
public of the nature of these studies in order that the 
public respect equipment and stay away from 
research areas. 
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Appendix A 

AN OUTLINE OF SOME OF THE PHYSICAL 
FEATURES OF THE WAIMAKARIRI BASIN (1) 

A.l Geology and Physiography 
In the west the mountains rise steeply from 

narrow valleys. In the mid and eastern parts the 
mountains are often less steep and associated fans, 
terraces and morainic downs occupy a much greater 
proportion of the area. Fig. 24 shows the distribution 
of two slope classes within the Basin. Half the land is 
found above 1,000m. Mt Murchison, at 2,400m is the 
highest peak. 

The most common rocks are the greywackes 
and argillites which cover 80% of the area. Fans and 
terraces formed from greywacke cover another 15%. 
The remaining 5% is found in Castle Hill basin and Esk 
River as limestone and assorted "soft" rocks. Although 
this is a small proportion, a majority of the scientific 
papers concerning the geology of the Waimakariri 
Basin have been written about these limestones and 
related tertiary deposits. 

Within the Basin severe earthquakes can occur 
at any time. Fig. 25 shows that the region contains 
four major and several minor fault zones. Three 
major destructive earthquakes have shaken the area 
in the last 90 years. In the 1929 Arthur's Pass earth
quake large areas of vegetation, soil and rocks were 
stripped from the mountain slopes, blocking streams 
and creating small ponds. The area most severely 
affected is shown in Fig. 25 

There appear to be few minerals of economic 
significance in the region. Coal was once mined at 
Avoca, and thin seams of no economic importance 
can be found near Castle Hill. 

Eleven thousand to seventeen thousand tonnes 
of high quality limestone are quarried eachyear on a 
royalty basis from a site near Castle Hill.(45) 

A.2Solls 
Table 24 shows a topographic grouping of the 

soils of the Basin and sheet 6 of the soil map of the 
South Island New Zealand (46) shows the distribution 
of soil sets. 

TABLE 24 

Topographic grouping of soils within the Waimakariri 
Basin 

Soils of flood plains 4,200 1.8% 
Soils of terraces 12,400 5.3% 
Soils of rolling lands & 

hills 22,000 9.4% 
Soils of steep lands 164,800 70.4%, 
Lithosols, bare rock & 

ice 20,100 8.6% 
River beds and lakes 10,500 4.5% 

hectares 234,000 100.0% 
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With the exception of the Castle soils below 
limestone outcrops and the younger soils (such as 
Tasman and Kowai), the soils of the catchment are 
relatively infertile. Moreover in most soils there is a 
sharp decline in nutrient status with depth. Where 
erosion has removed the topsoil the relatively infer
tile subsoil provides a poor medium for plant growth. 
In addition these soils generally have little cohesion 
and are all very susceptible to erosion if their plant 
cover is destroyed. 

The most severely eroded soils are those on 
steep sunny slopes at high altitude. Above 1,500m 
erosion has removed almost all soil in many areas. 
Below about 1,000m erosion is less severe and limited 
to some sheet erosion and a few spectacular gullies 
and slumps. Actively eroding soils are commonly 
found in a zone between about 1,00Om and about 
1,500m. 

The most commonly described causes of this 
erosion are geological instability and a high rate of 
natural erosion, together with earlier pastoral 
management practices. However, it is also conceivable 
that people themselves create erosion. For example, 
public use of the Fog Peak ridge on the Torlesse 
Range Is currently a greater contributor to erosion 
than are the sheep which graze the area. 

A.3 Hydrology 
The region is the source area for the Waimaka

riri, a river which has considerable economic and 
physical importance to the city of Christchurch and 
a large area of farming and forestry lands in North 
Canterbury . 

On rare occasions rainfalls of 200 to 300mm 
in 24 hours in the major northwestern tributaries 
(Bealey, Hawdon and Poulter) cause floods which 
threaten Christchurch and the major road and rail 
communications systems. The capital value of 
property in the Waimakariri flood hazard zone is in 
excess 0£-$900 million. (47) A majority of flood 
events occur during the five months October to 
February. These floops are frequently produced by 
storms from the northwest. Southerly storms may 
produce flood flows in the Broken and Esk rivers 
but of themselves rarely create more than "fresh" 
conditions in the Waimakariri. 

Again, on rare occasions rainfalls of less than 
100 to 150mm per month at Arthur's Pass create 
conditions of very low flow in the river. Under these 
conditions demand for water in the lower reaches 
exceeds supply. At present the Christchurch Drainage 
Board considers that a minimum low flow of 40 
cubic metres per second (1400 cusecs) is needed for 
the disposal of industrial wastes from the Kaiapoi/ 
Belfast area. On the other hand, the North Canter
bury Acclimatisation Society considers that fish and 



wildlife need minimum flows of about 47 cubic' 
metres per second (1650 cusecs). (48) 

Although the region is hydrologically important 
little is known about the hydrology of the major 
sub-catchments. The Broken River is the only stream 
for which limited data are available. 

A.4 Vegetation 
The vegetation of the Basin can be grouped into 

six broad formations. Fig. 27 shows the distribution 
of these and Table 25 gives the proportion of the 
Basin occupied by each class. 

TABLE 25 

Area of plant communities in the Waimakariri Catch
ment 

Cultivated land 4,050 1.7% 
Short tussock 67,950 29.2% 
Tall tussock 27,650 11.8% 
Lowland scrub 6,400 2.7% 
Sub-alpine scrub 2,900 1.3% 
Forest 67,750 28.9% 
Bare rock and scree 46,800 19.9% 
Riverbed and lakes 10,500 4.5% 

hectares 234,000 100.0% 

About 4,000 to 5,000 years ago beech forest 
covered most of the catchment up to abou t 1,300m. 
Subalpine scrub and alpine grasslands covered most 
of the land above this. Between 1,000 and 5,000 
years ago a series of fires destroyed two-thirds of the 
forest cover and produced the present pattern of 
forests. Although some of the burnt forests regener
ated, tall tussocks and scrub plants took over exten
sive areas formerly under forest. European occupa
tion brought fire, grazing animals and exotic plants. 
Their combined effects again caused major changes 
to the vegetation. At lower altitudes the tall tussock 
grasslands were almost completely eliminated in 
favour of short tussock grasslands and scrub areas 
were drastically reduced. 

At higher altitudes (above about 1200m) the 
grasslands are in a depleted state and are continuing 
to deteriorate. This deterioration is worst in the drier 
eastern half of the catchment. In the forests, intro
duced animals have brought some degree of change to 
all areas. Although the numbers of animals have been 
drastically reduced in recent years, an improvement 
in the condition of most forest areas is difficult to 
detect. 

A.5 Wildlife 

Red deer - In 1908/09 five stags and 14 hinds 
were liberated on Mt White Station. The herd 
increased rapidly and by 1918 trophy shooting began. 
By 1925 farmers were expressing concern that deer 
were competing with their sheep for the avaiiable 
feed. By 1930 protection of deer and chamois was 
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The Forest Service, the deerstalkers and 
meat hunters, all hunt the same animal 
but for different purposes. 

lifted. In 1933,24 years after liberation, hunters 
employed by the Waimakariri River Trust shot 2,885 
deer. The Wildlife Act 1953 declared deer to be a 
noxious animal, and the New Zealand Forest Service 
has responsibility for their control. For many years 
the Forest Service has considered the Waimakariri 
a top' priority area. This is partly because of wide
spread concern about the condition of catchment but 
also because effective noxious animal control in the 
Waimakariri makes control operations to the north 
and south easier. 

During the period 1952~66 Forest Service 
cullers shot more than 26,000 animals. This can be 
represented as five animals a day, 365 days each 
year. Private hunters may have shot a comparable 
number. In recent years, low tallies reflect an increas
ing scarcity of animals, and it is now only the most 
dedicated hunters who are likely to see, much less 
shoot, an animal. 

Chamois - Chamois were liberated at Mt Cook 
between 1907 and 1914 and spread rapidly north
wards, reaching the Waimakariri by 1934. Like deer 
they have been declared noxious animals. Forest 
Service hunters shot more than 9,000 in the years 
1952-66. 
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Opossums - It is not known when opossums were 
liberated in the area. In 1930 the North Canterbury 
Acclimatisation Society reported that opossums 
were in danger of extermination by trappers and 
from 1931 until 1945 there was an open season of 
only three months. In 1947 all restrictions were 
removed. 

Rabbits, feral sheep, pigs and cattle may be 
found occasionally. Hares are much more prevalent, 
especially above the bush line. 

Freshwater fish - Brown and rainbow trout are 
found throughout the Basin and mackinaw are found 
in Lake Pearson. Quinnat salmon run up to the head 
of the Poulter, although their main spawning grounds 
are in the Broken River. The North Canterbury 
Acclimatisation Society constantly restocks the 
lakes with trout fingerlings and yearlings. (49) Table 
26 indicates the size of the restocking operation. If 
at the beginning of each season the fish caught tend 
to be smaller than expected it is assumed that feed 
is limiting and the waters are not restocked. However, 
if the fish are in good condition and feed is therefore 
judged to be plentiful the waters will be restocked. 

TABLE 26 

Restocking trout in lakes and streams by the North 
Canterbury Acclimatisation Society, 1965-70(49) 

Lake Grasmere, 1966-70 
4,500 brown fingerlings 

900 brown yearlings 
5,000 rainbow fingerlings 
3,500 rainbow yearlings 

Lake Hawdon, 1963-70 
41,000 rainbow fingerlings 
40,000 brown fingerlings 

3,500 rainbow yearlings 
Lake Sarah, 1966-70 

4,500 brown fingerlings 
500 brown yearlings 
500 rainbow fingerlings 
500 rainbow yearlings 

Lake Blackwater, 1968 
500-600 rainbow fingerlings (air drop) 

Lake Letitia, 1968-70 
8,000 rainbow yearlings 

A red deer trophy taken at 
Phiefer Stream, Arthur's 
Pass National Park. 
Photo: B. Gough. 

While there are several conditions for the 
survival and growth of trout and salmon, one of the 
most important is the concentration of dissolved 
solids, particularly phosphate. In some central North 
Island lakes phosphate and nitrates from the 
adjacent high fertility farm lands accumulate in the 
waters and are causing a deterioration in the quality 
and number of fish. In 1970 the North Canterbury 
Acclimatisation Society( 44) reported: 

Indications are that our high country lakes are 
still suitable habitat for fish. Concern is felt, 
however, that some of the smaller lakes are suffer
ing from an accelerated enrichment from local 
agricultural activities. Lake Pearson has a much 
higher nutrient content today than when records 
were first commenced 20 years ago. Lake Gras
mere which has only been studied over the last 
three years has, over this period, accumulated 
nutrients at a still higher rate ..... as our high 
country rivers are unrestrained by hydro dams or 
similar works, seasonal floods still scour and clean 
the river beds and water quality remains satisfac
tory. 

A.6 Climate 
One of the most striking features of the Basin is 

the dramatic change in both climate and weather 
within comparatively short distances. Fig. 28 shows 
that the average annual precipitation (rain and 
snow) decreases with distance from the Main Divide. 
The "rain shadow" effect of the prevailing westerly 
winds passing over the mountains causes an abrupt 
drop in precipitation from 4,570mm per year at 
Arthur's Pass to 1500mm per year at Bealey, 9.7km 
away. Fig. 28 also shows that average precipitation 
increases with altitude. 

Rainfall appears to be relatively evenly spread 
throughout the year. Despite some areas of seasonal 
moisture deficit, annual rainfall exceeds annual 
potential evaporation for most of the Basin. 

In general temperatures are usually i~ the order 
of one to five degrees (celcius) cooler than at Christ
church. The Basin's climate approaches a continental 
type with warm days and cool nights. Although the 
range of normal and extreme temperatures is not as 
great as in a continental climate, the variation between 
day and night may be quite high. 



- Lake Pearson. A cloud 
surrounds Sugarloaf 
(middledistance) . 
Photo: E. R. Mangin. 
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Appendix B SOME FEATURES OF THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT 

OF THE WAIMA KARIRI BASIN 

In March 1966 the Basin's population was 
about 175 (Table 27). Most of these people depend 
for their livelihood on the Railways Department, 
Ministry of Works and the farming industry. People 
such as musterers and road workers are generally 
employed on jobs of short duration therefore the 
census night figures may not be a reliable estimate 
of the permanent population. 

There is no clearly defined centre of com
munity interest within the Basin. Community life 
suffers because the population is small, widely spread 
and has very diverse interests. As in other rural areas 
with large metropolitan centres nearby, community 
social life is difficult to generate and maintain. In 
general the Arthur's Pass community feels little sense 
of belonging to the Basin as a whole. Likewise the 
inhabitants of Cass prefer to use their railway travel 
privileges centering their life on Christchurch rather 
than the local community. 

TABLE 27 

Population distribution within the Waimakariri 
Basin, March 1966 

(Source: Department of Statistics(50)) 

Locality 
Arthur's Pass 
Bealey 
Cass 
CoraLyn 
Grasmere 
Mt White 
Craigiebum 
Avoca 
Staircase 
Castle Hill 
Flock Hill 

Total 

Population 
82 

2 
25 

1 
6 

14 
11 
4 
8 
7 

15 

175 

The farming community do not have one-sales 
or servicing centre. Goods and services are sought 
from Springfield, Darfield and Christchurch. In 
addition the runholders tend to feel that they belong 
to a larger community of high country men and do not 
simply identify with their colleagues in the Basin. 

Primary schools at Arthur's Pass and Spring
field cater for some of the children of the Basin. The 
remainder must study with either the Correspon
dence Shool or board and attend school it} Christ
church. 

Medical services are also limited. Although the 
services of a district nurse are available the closest 
doctor and hospital are at Darfield. 
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Communications and Access 

Roads - Fig. 3 shows the roads and vehicle tracks 
in the Basin. State Highway 73 from Christchurch to 
Rough Creek (Arthur's Pass) is maintained by the 
Christchurch residency office of the Ministry of 
Works. 

Each year the Christchurch residency spends 
$60,000-$70,000 maintaining State Highway 73. 
Three-quarters of this money is spent west of Spring
field. Occasionally the highway is impassable for 
short periods. In winter, snow may occasionally 
block the road at Porters Pass but Ministry of Works 
crews generally reopen the highway within 12 hours. 
Extremely heavy falls of snow, such as occurred in 
July 1959, may block the highway for up to two 
days forcing eastbound motorists to take shelter at 
farm homesteads or return to the West Coast and 
travel to Christchurch via State Highway 7 (Lewis 
Pass). Heavy rain frequently causes problems between 
Klondyke and Rough Creek where three water 
courses have to be forded and between Rough Creek 
and Otira where slips may block the highway. 

In 1961 there was only three-quarters of a 
kilometre of sealed highway between the Kowai 
River (west of Springfield) and Arthur's Pass, a 
distance of 84 kilometres. In the last 10 years the 
gradient up Porters Pass has been lessened, several 
sections of road have been realigned and 70km of 
seal laid. Plans are in hand to reconstruct the remain
ing 14km although a decision has not yet been made 
about the 5~km section between the Thomas and 
Broken Rivers. Both bridges will have to be replaced 
and the road may have to be realigned. 

Secondary roads from Cass to Craigieburn 
Station and from Goldney Saddle to Mt White 
Station are maintained by the Malvern County 
Council. Other roads and tracks are maintained by 
the Park Board and runholders. Roads on the Craigie
burn Range are maintained by the ski clubs they 
serve. Those adjacent to the Forest Park receive 
limited financial assistance from the New Zealand Forest 
Service. 

In the past five years there have been 25 
accidents between Springfield and Arthur's Pass. 
These have killed three people and injured another 
41. Almost all of these accidents were caused by 
drivers either losing control of their vehicles, or by 
head on collisions. The information given in Fig. 29 
shows that the three most hazardous sections of 
highway are from Castle Hill to Parapet Rock, the 
Craigie burn cutting and from Cass to the Goldney 
Saddle. 



Railway - The Midland (West Coast) railway line 
reached Arthur's Pass in 1914 and rail communica
tions with the West Coast were opened in 1921 with 
the completion of the Otira to Arthur's Pass tunnel. 
Arthur's Pass is the only manned station within the 
Basin. Craigieburn, Avoca and Cass are sidings. 

Electric Power - The Coleridge to Arahura trans
mission line roughly follows the route of the highway 
through the Basin. The settlements at Cass and 
Arthur's Pass draw power from the Railways 
Department. Most high country runs generate their 
own power. 

Telephone - The great majority of pennanently 
occupied dwellings have telephone communication 
to the Darfield exchange. In addition the New 
Zealand Electricity Department provides an emer
gency telephone at Lake Lyndon. 

Postal Services - The postal address for residents 
within the Basin is Private Bag, Darfield. By arrange
ment the Railways Department carries mail to Cass 
and Arthur's Pass. Parcel delivery is possible through 
the New Zealand Railways Department bus service. 

Television reception - Although television recep
tion is possible in most parts of the Basin, its quality 
is generally not good. Arthur's Pass gets fair quality 

- The Coleridge - Arahura 
electric transmission line, 
at Arthur's Pass. 

reception from a translator at Halpins Creek. In other 
areas marked improvement could be obtained only 
by building a translator station on the Torlesse 
Range. 

Water Supply - Water supply for domestic use is 
usually an individual concern. Community reticula
tion systems provide water for houses at Cass and 
some at Arthur's Pass. In the higher rainfall areas 
roof water is the sole source. Elsewhere perennial 
streams are tapped. 

Sewage disposal- Except for some houses at 
Arthur's Pass there are no community sewage disposal 
systems anywhere in the Basin. Permanently occupied 
dwellings and a few holiday cottages use septic 
tanks. Elsewhere earth closets and occasionally 
chemical closets are used. 

Garbage disposal - At Arthur's Pass, Malvern 
County Council collect refuse once every two weeks 
and dump this in an old railway ballast pit. Else
where there are no community garbage disposal 
systems. Most homesteads and communities burn or 
bury their garbage in pits dug to accommodate the 
refuse from one or several households. 

From at least one hut the Canterbury Winter 
Sports Club disposes of its garbage on a flying fox 
which sends it down the hillside to a dumping area. 
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Appendix C TRAFFIC VOLUMES ON STATE HIGHWAY 73 BETWEEN SPRINGFIELD 
AND OTIRA (51) 

These estimates have been completed from all the available traffic counts in the area for 1970 and 1971. 
In using them to estimate the movement of people it must be remembered that many of the vehicle counts 
reflect return journeys in the same day or the same weekend. 

FIG 30. An Estimate of Vehicle Movements per day between Porters Pass and Otira during weekends and holidays 

OTIRA ROUGH BEALEY PORTERS 

and beyond CREEK PASS 

350 

450 ~<~ ______________ ~2~5~0~ ____________ ~> 1500 

< 100 100 900 

S.H. 73 - WEST OF SPRINGFIELD 

1970/71 Monday-Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Normal 200-300 300400 400-500 700-800 
Christmas/N ew Year 600 700 750 900 
Easter (1970) 800 (Thur.) 1300 725 950 

1200 (Mon.) 
550 (Tues.) 

Queen's Birthday (1970) 1500 (Mon.) 550 875 1000 
Snow weekends 1000-1500 2500-5000 

S.H. 73 - MISCELLANEOUS BETWEEN SPRINGFIELD AND ARTHUR'S PASS 

August school holidays 1971 (24 - 30/8/71) 

Kowai No.2 Bridge 
R.M.45.00 

R.M. 
End of Porter 
Heights turnoff 

R.M. 
End of Craigieburn 
turnoff 

R.M.85.00 
Bealey 

Monday 

490 

420 

355 

325 

Tuesday
Thursday 

570 

450 

300 

260 

129 

Friday Saturday Sunday 

635 1030 1550 

580 890 1295 

445 595 870 

390 480 655 



S.H. 73 - ROUGH CREEK, ARTHUR'S PASS TOWNSHIP 

August/ September 1970 Monday-Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Normal 140 200 250 275 
School holidays 250 400 450 450 
Labour weekend 1000 (Mon.) 700 600 660 
Show weekend 300 (Wed.) 700 660 

475 (Thurs.) 

March/June 1971 

Normal 180 300 250 430 
School holidays 300 430 500 700 
Queen's Birthday weekend 550 (Mon.) 525 750 700 
Easter 850 (Thurs.) 1500 1300 1200 

1420 (Mon.) 

Note: There may be a tendency to be higher on Monday than 
Tuesday - Thursday. 

S.H. 73 - OTIRA GORGE 

June/August/September Monday-Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
1970 

Normal 120 200 175 240 
School holidays 

(August) 200 275 250 375 

Easter 1971 650 (Thurs.) 1000 430 600 
1000 (Mon.) 
900 (Tues.) 

Visitors to the snow and 
ice of Lake Lyndon. 



Appendix D MOUNTAIN HUTS IN THE WAIMAKARIRI BASIN 

Name 

Mingha Biv 
Edwards hut 
Crow hut 
Anti Crow hut 

Anti Crow hut 
Greenlaw 

Carrington hut 

Carrington hut 
Barker hut 

Gizel Biv. 

Bruce Saddle 

Grasmere Sth hut 

Club/ 
Orgn. 

CMC 
P.Bd 
NZAC 
CMC 

NZFS 
NZAC 

CMC 

NZFS 
CMC 

CMC 

NZFS 

Pvte 

Sudden Valley Biv. NZFS 

Hawdon huts 
No.1 
No.2 
Biv. 

Riversdale huts 

Casey Saddle hut 

Poulter 

NZFS 
P.Bd 
NZFS 

Pvte 

NZFS 
Pvte 

Pete Stream Pvte 

Aeroplane Flat P .Bd 

Thompson Stream NZFS 

Worsley hut P.Bd 

Lake Minchin P .Bd 
Minchin Stream Biv. NZFS 

Cherrywood Stream P .Bd 

No. Location and 
Bunks Comment 

- Mingha River 
16 Edwards River 
12 Crow River 
12 J ctn Anti Crow & 

Waimakariri 
6 " " 

12 Jctn Greenlaw & 
Waimakariri 

15 Jctn of White & 
Waiamakariri 

4 " 
8 Headwaters of 

White River 
Headwaters of 
Anti Crow 

6 Headwaters of 
Bruce 

9 Hut spur, Gras
mere Station 

2 Sudden Valley 

4 Hawdon River 
16" " 
2 East Hawdon \Mt 

White Stn In) 
6 Riversdale Strm 

& Waimakariri 
16 Upper Andrews 

(Mt White Stn) 
between Bush and 
Poverty Streams 

9 Mt White, Junc
tion of Pete and 
Poulter 

2 Opposite junction 
of Cleland Stream 
& Poulter 

6 Opposite junction 
of Thompson Str. 
& Poulter 

2 Between junction 
of Enchanted & 
Trudge Streams 
with Poulter 

2 
2 Upper Minchin 

Stream 
2 Junction Cherry

wood and Thomp
son 
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Hervey Gorge Biv. NZFS 

Headwaters Fenwick 
Strm Biv. NZFS 

Headwaters Boun- NZFS 
dary Stream 

East Branch of Poulter 
East branch of NZFS 
Poulter 

McElroy Biv. 

Esk River 
? 

Ant hut 
Grant Stream hut 
Andersons hut 

? 

Upper Esk Biv. 

Nigger hut 

NZFS 
NZFS 

Pvte 

Lochinvar Stream huts 
1. 
2. 
? 

2 Junction stream 
below Crawshaw 
Falls 

On upper bush line 
on Poulter Range 
Above bush line in 
headwaters of 
Boundary Stream 

Junction of Ball & 
Cox 
Upper Cox River 
McElroy Gorge 

Mt White Station 
Ant Stream 
Grant Stream 
Junction of Ander
sons Stream & Esk 
River 
Junction of Ant 
Stream and Forks 
Stream 
Watershed of Esk 
River 
Junction of Nigger 
Stream and Esk 

Lochinvar Stream 
" " 

Junction of New
ton and Esk 

Key: NZFS 
P.Bd 

New Zealand Forest Service 
Park Board 

CMC 
NZAC 
Pvte 

Canterbury Mountaineering Club 
New Zealand Alpine Club 
Privately owned (mustering huts) belonging 
to various stations. 



Appendix E WATER QUALITY - A CONSTRAINT TO DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE BROKEN RIVER REGION 

E.l Effect on Salmon 
In this appendix estimates are made of the 

maximum number of people who could live in the 
region consistent with maintaining Broken River in a 
condition suitable for salmon spawning. The estim
ates are made on the best information available but 
their reliability is often limited by lack of precise 
data. Accepting each estimate as an absolute value is 
perhaps less important than accepting the principle 
that development is constrained by water quality 
considerations. 

Comparatively few areas within the Waimaka
riri Basin have suitable stream gravels, water veloci
ties and depths for salmon spawning. It is the water
ways within the Broken River system that present 
the greatest opportunity. Salmon returning up
stream to their spawning grounds provide recreation 
for the many anglers who fish the lower Waimakariri 
River. 

In providing recreational facilities in the Broken 
River region care must be taken to ensure that this 
new use is compatible with an existing recreational 
resource. The greatest threat would come from the 
disposal of sewage effluent into waterways within 
the Broken River system. 

E.2 Low Flows 
In streams where low flows are of short dura

tion (say 2% to 4% of the time) an overload of 
pollutants might be tolerable. Although low flows in 
the Broken River are of variable duration they 
could be expected to persist for a month or more. 
Moreover as low flows are most likely to occur in 
the autumn and early winter, the period of salmon 
spawning, the disposal of pollutants as an overload 
is unlikely to be acceptable. 

Table 11 showed low flows in the Broken 
River of down to 396 litres per second. This dis
charge is thought to be the lowest flow in the river 
for 10 and possibly 20 years. Four hundred litres 
per second is therefore a useful design flow for 
estimating the maximum amounts of pollutants 
which might be tolerated in the river. 

E.3 Organic Matter 
Organic matter influences salmon spawning by: 

(a) Clogging the gravels and preventing the free 
movement of water through the gravels. 

(b) Consuming oxygen otherwise needed for the 
eggs to hatch and the parr to grow. 

(a) No reliable information can be given about 
the amount of organic matter which could be added 
to the stream without causing a significant change in 
the clean gravel conditions required for spawning. 
However, it should be noted that organic matter will 
not settle evenly along a stream bottom. Greater 
quantities tend to be deposited in zones of slower 
water, which tend to be the favoured spawning 
grounds. 
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(b) For salmon eggs to hatch, dissolved oxygen 
should exceed 8 mg/litre. In autumn/early winter, 
water temperatures would be in the order of 8°C and 
it is assumed that dissolved oxygen would be about 
12 mg/litre. Therefore the oxygen available to 
oxidise organic matter (the oxygen bank) would be 
about 4 mg/litre. 
Flow in the Broken River 

Therefore available oxygen 

400 litres~ec 
34.5 x 10

6 
lit res/ day 3 

34.5 x 1?j x 4 x 10- gms 
138 x 10 gms 

If the daily organic matter wastes of one person 
consume 70 grams (52) of oxygen it can be calculated 
that daily wastes from about 2,000 people could be 
discharged directly into the stream withou t serious 
risk of grave impairment of salmon spawning by 
direct competition for oxygen. Treatment of sewage 
could greatly affect this population limit by lowering 
biological oxygen demand. An explanation of these 
principles follows. 

Dissolved oxygen status (D.O.) - The minimum 
requirement of 8 mg/litre for spawning is based on 
the United States Federal Water Quality Control 
Commission recommendation(53) that in spawning 
waters dissolved oxygen status should not fall below 
7 mg/litre at any time. To allow for the oxidation 
of naturally occurring organic matter a further 1 
mg/litre is added to bring the safe limit to 8 mg/litre. 
That organisation notes that several studies have 
shown that although trout and salmon can survive 
at D.O. concentrations of 4 to 6 mg/litre, popula
tion' of good active fish need more than this. 
Requirements for D.O. also vary with stage in the 
life cycle and are higher for spawning and hatching. 
Salmon bury their eggs in gravel away from the main 
flow. For reasons therefore of stage of life cycle 
and of special environment a salmon spawning 
river must have waters with higher dissolved 
oxygen than that needed for survival of salmon. 

Biochemical oxygen demand (B.O.D.) - B.O.D. 
is a somewhat arbitary but useful measure of the 
ability of sewage to degrade water by consuming 
its oxygen. 

In New Zealand it is rare for untreated sewage 
to be discharged in quantity into a waterway. Sew
age receiving primary treatment is ponded to allow 
the sludge to settle. This treatment removes about 
one-third of the B.O.D. and suspended solids. It 
could be expected to reduce the oxygen demand of 
domestic sewage from 70 gms per person per day to 
about 45 gms per person Rer day. The unused 
oxygen bank of 138 x 10 3 gms per day calculated 
above could tolerate a popUlation of abou t 3,000 
people under conditions of primary treatment. 

Secondary sewage treatment involves either 
aeration (activated sludge) or passing the effluent 
from primary treatment through a deep bed of rocks 
(trickling filter). Good trickling filters can remove 



80-85% B.O.D. and well-operated activated sludge 
tanks can remove 90%. However, Holcomb(5 4) 

reports that in practice figures closer to 75% are 
more common. 

Assuming 75% efficiency of B.O.D. reduction 
the tolerable population could be about 8,000. 

Re-aeration - The estimates of available oxygen 
have assumed that once a stream's dissolved oxygen 
is consumed, it is not replaced. In reality the riffles 
in the streams of the Broken River system allow 
considerable re-aeration. The magnitude ofpoten
tial re-aeration is unknown and needs investigation. 
It is conceivable that natural re-aeration could 
allow the Broken River to tolerate the treated 
effluent from a population of perhaps 30,000 
people. 

It has been assumed in all these calculations 
that dissolved oxygen in the natural water remains 
at 12 mg/litre at low flows and that there is no 
background natural B.O.D. Both these assumptions 
need testing at low flows in the field. 

E.4 Nutrients 
Although sewage treatment may remove 

most of the organic matter and bacteria, the 
effluent contains significant quantities of nitrogen 
and phosphorus as well as other nutrients. It has 
long been recognised that a relationship exists 
between the nutrient status of water and its biolo
gical productivity. When nitrogen and phosphorus 
levels are less than critical it is possible for good 
populations of fish to thrive on ample food 
supplies. However, at greater than critical levels 
weeds and/or algae growths grow rapidly to the 
detriment of salmon and trout. The question is, 
how much is too much? Vollenweider (55) notes: 

"A number of propositions may be put 
forward concerning the importance of phosphorus 
and nitrogen, and used to arrive at yardsticks for 
defining critical concentrations and maximum 
permissible loads. Evidence exists that a body of 
water is in danger with regard to its trophic level 
when its springtime concentration of assimilable 
phosphorus compounds and inorjanic nitrogen 
compounds exceeds 10 mg P/m and 200-300 
mg N/m 3 respectively, ... These yardsticks cannot, 
however, be applied universally because the trophic 
conditions in each case, - which by their nature 
are complex, are also determined by morphometric, 
hydrologic, optical and climatic factors, and by all 
the nutrient factors present in addition to phos
phorus and nitrogen." 

A further complication is that most studies 
refer to lakes. Levels which may be critical in a body 
of water may not be critical in a flowing stream. 
However, Stout (57) suggests that because most 
inland streams in Canterbury have very low levels 
of nutrients and support comparatively simple life 
systems, even minor additions of nutrients may 
cause significant changes in their biological 
productivity. 
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The greatest difficulty to determining maximum 
tolerable concentrations of nutrients is a lack of 
precise data. From Sawyer's(56) experiences and 
from the standards of the United States Federal 
Water Quality Control Administration(53) it is 
inferred that streams in the Broken River system 
should continue to be well behaved biologically if 
total soluble nitrogen does not exceed 0.3 mg/litre 
and total phosphorus does not exceed 0.05 mg/litre. 
An explanation of these principles follows: 

E.5 Nitrogen 
Maximum tolerable concentratio~ = 0.3 mg/litre 
Flow in Broken River - 34.5 x 10 titres/day 
Therefore maximum tolerable~quantity of nitrogen which 
could be added daily to the river 6 4 

Daily production of N 

= 34.5 x 1~ x 3 x 10-
= 104 x 10 gms 

per human = 6 gms 
Therefore maximum tolerable population = 1700 people. 

Discussion - This derivation over-simplifies the com
plexity of the situation. The daily per head produc
tion of nitrogen at 6 gms is taken from analyses of 
sewage from a small New Zealand town without 
major industrial or processing plants( 58) . It is 
somewhat lower than most reported values. In the 
United States the daily per head production of nitro
gen is about 8.8 gms(59J . The amount entering 
domestic sewage (in North America and Europe) 
varies from 5-15 gms per head per day. Sneyd (60) 
reports that the nitrogen excretion of normal people 
is in the range of 10-15 gms per day. (It is presumed 
that by the time the sewage is analysed some nitrogen 
has been lost by the various volatalizing and denitri
fying processes.) 

The assumption is made in the calcli1 tjons 
above that the level of nitrogen in natural water at 
low flow is negligible. Were it as high as 0.1 mg/litre 
the maximum tolerable addition of nitrogen would 
be produced by only about 1,100 people. 

If an efficient sewage treatment plant could 
reduce the amount of nitrogen in its effluent a greater 
population could be tolerated. For example if the 
daily per head production of nitrogen could be 
reduced to 4 gms the maximum tolerable population 
could be about 2,500 people, rather than 1700 
calculated above. 

However, there is some doubt that nitrogen by 
itself will lead to water degradation. Sawyer's 
work(56) suggests that phosphorus is the key 
element in determining the biological activity of a 
body of water. I 

E.6 Phosphorus 
Maximum tolerable concentration 
Flow in Broken River 
Therefore maximum tolerable 
quantity of phosphorus which 
could be added daily to the river 

Daily production of phosphorus 
per human 
Therefore maximum tolerable 
population = 1725 people, say 1700 

0.05 mg/lgre 
34.5 x 10 titres/day 

34.5 X 106 X 5 X 10-5 
1725 gms 

1 gm 



Discussion - Like the calculation for nitrogen, the 
above calculation assumes that the natural low flow 
concentration of phosphorus is negligible. The daily 
per head production of phosphorus is based on 
sewage analyses from a small New Zealand town and 
is lower than most published figures(58) Sneyd(60) 
notes that most European and North American 
estimates of phosphorus entering sewage works range 
from 0.65 to 5 gms per head per day, with a mean 
value of 2-3 gms. These figures agree quite well with 
the figures for phosphorus excretion which range 
from 0.75 to 2 gms per head per day with a mean 
value of about 1.2 gms. (The difference between 
excreted phosphorus and sewage phosphorus is 
presumed to be caused by other wastes, mainly 
synthetic detetgents.) 

If an efficient sewage treatment plant could 
reduce the amount of phosphorus in sewage effluent 
the maximum permissible population could be 
increased. For example if secondary treatment could 
remove 50% of the phosphorus the tolerable popula
tion could be 3.400. Still further increases would be 
possible if phosphorus and possibly some nitrogen 
were removed by nutrient stripping either as an 
industrial or controlled biological process. 

Craigieburn Valley Ski 
Club. 
Photo: Michdel and Marie 
Mihajlovic. 

Industrial phosphorus-stripping processes for 
sewage are very costly. Adaptation and development 
of farm-based biological processes warrant further 
close study. Efficiency of nutrient-stripping in 
controlled biological systems would tend to be 
maximised where: 

(a) the system was designed for harvest and 
removal from it of the nutrient-containing 
plant or animal crop; 

(b) where the system was designed for dispersed 
nutrient uptake, such as fibrous-rooted 
irrigated grassland extending over large areas; 

( c) where the soils were deep and with high 
ability to retain nutrients in either organic 
or inorganic complexes; 

(d) where year-round functioning of the stripping 
system could be sustained withou t leakage 
of nutrients into underground aquifers or 
streams. 

In the Broken River region careful siting of 
development might command large areas of the 
Craigiebufll soils for effluent irrigation. Table 10 
indicates that these soils have high phosphorus 
retention properties. 



APPENDIX F A SUMMARY OF THE SKI FACILITIES 
AVAILABLE IN THE WAIMAKARIRI BASIN 

F .1. Porter Heights Development Ltd 
Locality: Porter River catchment, Craigieburn Range. 
Facilities: Ropetows lift from 1250m to 2070m, T-bar 

lift under construction. 
Accommodation - six beds (staff only). 
Access road to ski field. 

Use: 1970 - 3,500 skier days. 
1971 - 5,600 skier days. 

Comments: This is the only commercial ski field in 
the Basin and has been in operation since 1968. 
A majority of skiers have no club affiliations 
and are day visitors from Christchurch. 

F.2 Canterbury Winter Sports Club 
Locality: Broken River catchment, Craigie burn Range. 
Facilities: Rope tows (five) lift from 1280m to 

1890m. 
Accommodation - III beds (three huts). 
Telephone connection to Springfield automatic 
exchange. 
Two skating rinks. 
Access road to ski field. 

Use: 240 skiers per day on favourable days at week
ends. 

Comments: During the season the field is permanently 
staffed by custodians and instructors. The 
skating rinks are shallow and safe. 

F.3 North Canterbury Ski Club 
Locality: Broken River catchment, Craigie burn Range. 
Facilities: Rope tows (four) lift from 1280m to 

1700m. 
Accommodation - 56 beds (three huts) 
Lunch hut. 
Access - 40 minutes walk from car parkto ski 
field. 

Use: 40-120 people per day. 
Comments: Although this is a club field an increasing 

proportion of total use is by non-club members. 
In 1971 club members accounted for only 
one-third of total use. 

F.4 Ski Touring Club 
Locality: Bridge Hill, Craigieburn Range. 
Facilities: 40 beds (five huts). 
Comments: These huts are privately owned and were 

built before the creation of Craigieburn Forest 
Park. 

F.5 Craigieburn Valley Ski Club 
Locality: Craigieburn Stream catchment, Craigieburn 

Range. 
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Facilities: Rope tows lift from 1280m to 1700m 
Accommodation - 14 huts, 105 beds. 
Access road to ski field. 

Use: 1970 - 3,800 skier days. 
Comments: Of the fourteen huts administered by the 

club, 10 are privately owned. (These provide 
58 beds and were built before the creation of 
Craigie burn Forest Park). An affiliate club, the 
Lincoln College Alpine Sports Club, owns one 
hut with 10 beds. 
Each year the club organises several ski weeks. 
Four such weeks in 1970 provided a total 1650 
skier days. 
Club facilities are available to non-members who 
represent about half total present use. 

F.6 Temple Basin 
Locality: Arthur's Pass. 
Facilities: Rope tows (two) lift from 1280m to 

170Om. 
Ski field accommodation - 94 beds (three huts). 
Three lunch huts. 
Access - one hour walk from car park to ski 
field. 

Use: 200-300 people on favourable days at weekends. 
Comments: Canterbury University Ski Club maintain 

two huts on the ski field and provide 60 beds. 
In addition to its skifield hut with 34 beds, the 
Christchurch Ski Club maintains a hut in the 
Arthur's Pass village. The lunch huts are 
maintained by the Arthur's Pass National Park 
Board. 

F .7 Ski Seasons 

Ski Seasons on Craigieburn Range 1957-1970 

Year 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 

Season 
June-November 
June-October 
June-September 
June-October 
June-August 
June-September 
June-September 
June-September 
June-October 
July -September 
july-September 
June-November 
June-September 
June-October 

No. weeks 
24 
19 
16 
15 
10 
16 
14 
13 
16 
10 
9 

22 
14 
17 

Average length of season, 15 weeks from mid June. 



Temple Basin ski fields, above Arthur's 
Pass. 
Photo: R. J. Goundrill. 
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